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ABSTRACT 
 Investigations on alternative energy sources have gained increasing attention due 
to significant shortage in the fossil fuel reserves and increase on the usage of internal 
combustion engines. Natural gas which mainly consists of Methane has a significant role 
in short term solution of this issue. Although methane as a greenhouse gas is over 20 times 
more potent by weight than carbon dioxide, if released directly into the atmosphere, it is a 
valuable energy source. However, methane is not extracted % 100 pure from the source. 
Natural gas generally contains many other contaminants such as water, other hydrocarbons, 
Carbon dioxide, Nitrogen, Sulphur compounds, Helium, etc. The concentration of methane 
and also other contaminants in the extracted natural gas may differ based on the reservoir 
and extracting method. Hence, methane needs to be purified to meet the specifications of 
transportation. In these study the goal is to separate pretreated methane mixture from 
Nitrogen (Chapter 1) and Carbon dioxide (Chapters 2-4). The target is to have methane 
purities above 97 % with a recovery above 90 %.  
Chapter 1 is mainly focused on the methane separation from pretreated Landfill gas 
with a concentration of 86 % methane, 12 % Nitrogen and 1 % Carbon dioxide and Oxygen. 
This chapter is a simulation study for landfill methane separation via Pressure Vacuum 
Swing Adsorption with BPL Activated carbon filled beds. A four bed- four step PSA cycle 
with three different versions of Heavy Reflux step was used. It was mainly investigated the 
effect of Heavy reflux type used in the PSA cycle and its influence on the final product 
vi 
performances and energy requirements. It was also revealed the effect of Reflux Ratio and 
feed throughput.  
Chapter 2 is another simulation study for the purification of methane out of a binary 
mixture 75 % Methane and 25 % Carbon dioxide by using layered bed Pressure Swing 
Adsorption cycles. The study reveals the effect of layer combinations of adsorbents in use 
(Carbon molecular sieve and 13-X zeolite). Moreover the effect of mixed binary gas 
adsorption isotherms was studied by using both Perfect Positive and Perfect Negative 
fashion on both adsorbents.  
Chapter 3 is focused on experimental study with single-bed PSA experimental set-
up with carbon molecular sieve and 13-X zeolite for 75 % methane and 25 % carbon 
dioxide binary mixture. This study reveals the effect of feed throughput and also gives a 
rough estimation of which binary gas adsorption isotherm is more accurate on a real PSA 
system.  
Chapter 4 discusses another experimental study aimed at concentrating and 
separating Methane from 75 % methane-25 % Carbon dioxide mixture via 3-bed bench 
scale Pressure Swing Adsorption set-up filled with 13-X zeolite. This study, itself, reveals 
the effect of feed throughput and also proves that the simulations and single-bed studies 
were accurate. Moreover, methane can be purified by using investigated PSA cycles and 
13-X zeolite beds.  
Overall this study showed that the pipeline quality target of 97% CH4 purity with 
90% CH4 recovery can be met by meticulously designing the PSA cycle and appropriate 
choice of operating parameters.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Heavy Reflux Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption Cycles for Landfill 
Methane Purification 
1.1 Summary 
Simulation studies were carried out to study the purification of CH4 from pretreated 
mixture of Landfill gas which includes CH4, N2, CO2, and O2 using BPL activated carbon 
by means of three different 4-bed 4-step pressure vacuum swing adsorption processes 
(PVSA). All three PVSA sequences include feed (F), heavy reflux (HR), counter-current 
depressurization (CnD), and Light Product Pressurization steps.  One of the cycle is defined 
as Light End Heavy Reflux + Recycle (LE-HR+Rec), which has a Heavy Reflux step fed 
from Light End of the bed by a partial reflux of the product from CnD step and a full recycle 
of the product leaving the HR step that blends with the feed. Another cycle is defined as 
Heavy End Heavy Reflux + Recycle (HE-HR+Rec), which is the same with LE-HR+Rec 
cycle except the Heavy Reflux step fed from the Heavy End of the bed in this case. Last 
cycle is defined as Heavy End Heavy Reflux (HE-HR), which has a Heavy Reflux step fed 
from Heavy End of the bed by a partial reflux of the product from CnD and the entire 
product leaving the HR step blends with the light product from the Feed step. The effects 
of various process parameters such as concentration of feed gas species, feed throughput, 
reflux ratio, and different Heavy Reflux approaches on % CH4 recovery, % CH4 purity, O2 
concentration, and required energy were investigated. Simulation results show that pipeline 
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quality methane can be produced with both HE-HR+Rec and LE-HR+Rec PVSA cycles at 
high feed throughputs as 500 L (STP) kg-1h-1. All targets were achieved and PVSA 
operating energies of final landfill methane purification process are found as one order of 
magnitude less than energy (electricity) produced from burning CH4 (~200 kJ mol
-1 CH4). 
1.2 Introduction 
Investigations on alternative energy sources have gained increasing attention due 
to significant shortage in the fossil fuel reserves and increase on the usage of internal 
combustion engines. The considerable rise in the crude oil price in the market and 
environmental issues associated with fossil fuel uses are also required the adaptation of 
alternative approaches. In addition to other renewable energy sources, Landfill gas can be 
used as an alternative source to produce methane in pipeline quality. But the quality and 
the energy value of landfill gas are not consistent everywhere and need to be improved by 
purification.  
Anaerobic bacterial decomposition of organic material contained in municipal solid 
waste (MSW) landfills generates landfill gas (LFG). Landfill methane is an attracting 
energy source candidate since it helps converting Municipal Solid Waste into useful 
product and reducing greenhouse gases. Although methane as a greenhouse gas is over 20x 
more potent by weight than carbon dioxide, if released directly into the atmosphere, it is a 
valuable energy source(Bade Shrestha and Narayanan 2008; EPA 2013). Using landfill 
methane as an energy carrier by burning into water and carbon dioxide will also decrease 
the greenhouse potential of the LFG. Hence, it is a winning combination to convert LFG 
into Green Power by purification.  
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LFG can be collected from landfills by two different ways that can be interpreted 
as old and new school methods, here. In the old school method, LFG that percolates to 
surface of landfill is simply collected. Although LFG consists mostly CH4 and CO2 in this 
passive way, CH4 recoveries are limited because there are still too much methane remained 
in the Landfill. In the new school method, LFG is collected from landfills by extracting 
wells and applying slight vacuum. In order to have a pressure gradient between landfill and 
extracting end, the cap of the landfill does not seal perfectly, which will cause an air flux 
into the landfill. Thus, the LFG will be mixed with air, which means the contents of 
extracted gas will also include N2 and O2. Methane recoveries improve and profitability 
increases significantly in this active method. Prior to final purification, extracted gas should 
be pretreated for the removal of toxic ingredients and water. The purification of methane 
out of LFG can be done by several processes such as adsorption, membranes, cryogenic 
distillation, etc. 
Methane separation and purification from nitrogen and carbon dioxide are essential 
use of Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) in landfill gas separation. It has already been 
patented that heavy gas from a mixture can be easily recovered by PSA (Yamano 1987; 
Leavitt 1992; Wilson 1982). The earliest achieved methane-nitrogen adsorption study was 
from Habgood (Habgood 1958b), who attempted to separate methane from nitrogen using 
4A zeolite. Habgood (Habgood 1958a) has filed a patent claiming that faster diffusing 
nitrogen can be removed using 4A zeolite and methane can be purified by kinetic 
separation at sub-atmospheric temperatures. In another study, Turnock et al. (Turnock and 
Robert H. Kadlec 1971) have reported that 5A zeolite can be used for separation of CH4/N2 
gas mixture with a rapid PSA. However, very low recovery values for nitrogen have been 
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reported with relatively higher purities. Some other natural zeolites have also been used in 
PSA for methane/nitrogen (Jayaraman et al. 2004; Jayaraman et al. 2005) and 
methane/carbon dioxide separation (J. A. Delgado et al. 2007). Recovery and/or 
productivity values of the PSA simulation results are showing relatively low results. 
Carbon molecular sieve (CMS) is one of the most common adsorbents used for 
methane-nitrogen (S. J. Bhadra and Farooq 2011; Xi, Lin, and Gu 2011) and methane-
carbon dioxide separation (Kim et al. 2006; Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005a; 
Gomes and Hassan 2001). If CMS is used as an adsorbent, the CH4-CO2-N2 separation by 
PSA process is dominated by kinetic separation because carbon dioxide, nitrogen and 
methane have significant difference in sorption rates rather than that of isotherms on CMS 
(Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005a; Qinglin, Farooq, and Karimi 2003; Jayaraman et 
al. 2002; Grande and Rodrigues 2007a). The potential of CMS 3K adsorbent has been 
tested for separating nitrogen from its mixture with methane by Simone et al. (Cavenati, 
Grande, and Rodrigues 2005b). They reported that there was a significant difference in the 
kinetics of adsorption of methane and nitrogen. In another article of same group, they have 
studied the adsorption equilibrium and kinetics of methane and carbon dioxide on CMS 
3K. Adsorption equilibrium of carbon dioxide was higher than that of methane in the 
temperature range studied (298-323 K). Desired purity and recovery values could not be 
achieved by four step Skarstrom cycle (Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005a). Another 
PSA separation process for natural gas cleaning has been reported by Fatehi et al. (Fatehi, 
Loughlin, and Hassan 1995). In that study, a two-bed four-step PSA cycle was used with 
an adsorbent of carbon molecular sieve. The product purity of 76% for 40/60 nitrogen/ 
methane mixture and 96% for 8/92 nitrogen/ methane mixture were achieved.  
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Many researchers have extensively studied activated carbon as an adsorbent for the 
separation of methane from its mixture with nitrogen by pressure swing adsorption. Yang 
et al. (Baksh, Kapoor, and Yang 1990) have reported Skarstrom PSA cycle by using MoO2 
impregnated activated carbon as adsorbent for CH4/N2 separation. It was seen that CH4 
with a purity of 90 mol % can be produced with a recovery of 73 % and a throughput of 
200 L STP kg-1h-1. Dolan et al. (Dolan and Butwell 2002)  and Butwell et al. (Butwell, 
Dolan, and Kuznicki 2001) have both used two PSA cycles in series; one was packed with 
a hydrocarbon selective adsorbent, while other was packed with a nitrogen selective 
adsorbent. It can be seen from those patents that the PSA cycle needs to be heated for better 
nitrogen adsorption. Knaebel et al. (Knaebel and Reinhold 2003) have reported two 
different three stage processes in order to have pipeline quality methane from landfill gas. 
Last stages of both processes are PSA systems for purifying the methane of pretreated 
landfill gas. The heavy reflux step, reported by Knaebel et al. (Knaebel and Reinhold 2003; 
Knaebel 2012) , was so called “Light End Heavy Reflux” and investigated in this article. 
The significant PSA studies of methane separation from nitrogen mixture in small 
pore zeolite, activated carbon, carbon molecular sieve and ion-exchanged ETS-4 
adsorbents have been reviewed. In the literature, available equilibrium and kinetic studies 
involving methane-nitrogen-carbon dioxide-oxygen mixture are limited and equilibrium, 
kinetic, and model studies for most of the adsorbents are not done yet.  
In this article, we focused on pretreated LFG enrichment to purify methane that 
meets pipeline specifications by using activated carbon in a four step PVSA cycle. The 
study reveals the role of different Heavy reflux steps. It was also investigated that the 
influence of carbon dioxide and oxygen in the feed. In addition to those main interests, the 
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results were given in terms of feed throughput and required energy for methane 
purification. 
1.3 Mathematical Model 
Simulations of the PSA cycles were carried out using an in house dynamic 
adsorption process simulator (DAPS) developed in FORTRAN that uses the finite 
difference method and the time adaptive DAE solver called DASPK(Brown, Hindmarsh, 
and Petzold 1994).  The following assumptions are imposed:  the ideal gas law, plug flow, 
no heat transfer limitations between gas and solid (i.e., pellet) phases, no thermal capacitive 
role of the wall, no axial dispersion and thermal conduction, the gas phase concentration 
in both bulk and pellet porosity is identical, and the mass transfer between solid and gas is 
defined by the linear driving force (LDF) approach.   
For an N-component PSA process, the overall and component mass balances over 
a differential volume element respectively yields:  
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Where εp and ρp are the pellet porosity and density, respectively, εb is bed porosity, v is the 
interstitial velocity, yi is the molar fraction of species i in the gas phase, T is the temperature 
of both gas and solid phases, P is the pressure and qi is loading of species i in the solid 
phase. 
 The mass transfer of species i between the solid and gas phase is defined in terms 
of the linear driving force (LDF) mechanism   
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The equilibrium loading of component i, *iq , is calculated from the Dual Process Langmuir 
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where the temperature dependence of parameters b1,i and b2,i in the DPL isotherm can be 
expressed by the equations 6 and 7 respectively. 
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The energy balance is expressed as 
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where Cpg,i and Cpa,j are the molar heat capacities of species i in the gas and adsorbed 
phase, respectively (typically assumed identical), Cpp  is the heat capacity of the pellet, ΔHi 
is the heat of adsorption of species i, hw is the heat transfer coefficient at the wall of the 
bed and ri is the internal radius of the bed. 
The pressure drop along the bed is evaluated via Ergun’s equation: 
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where gμ  and Mg  are the viscosity and the average molecular weight of the gas phase 
respectively, and rp is the effective radius of the pellet.  
The equations described above constitute a complete mathematical model for multi-
component pressure swing adsorption process once the initial and boundary conditions for 
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particular steps are specified. For a system containing N components, there are a total of 
2N+3 variables and equations that have to be solved at each node.  The initial conditions 
of a step in a cycle are taken as those that occurred at the end of the previous step.  At given 
boundaries the molar flow rate (F) through the valve is defined according to the valve 
equation, which is defined according to below equation: 
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where cv is the valve coefficient, Sg is the specific gravity of the gas relative to air at 1 atm 
and 21.45 oC, Po is the pressure outside the valve and the comma is there to identify choking 
from non-choking conditions.  When concentrations, flows, temperatures and valve 
equations are not specified or required, consistency at the boundary is maintained by 
utilizing the corresponding balances identified in equations (1) through (3), (8) and (9) 
defined above.    
Finally, the performance indicators of the PSA process are evaluated in terms of 
purity, recovery, and throughput, which are defined below for feed concentration yF of 
CH4:  
       𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(%) =
𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑛𝐷 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑛𝐷 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100                            (11) 
      𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦(%) =
𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑛𝐷 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100                        (12) 
    𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 (
𝐿(𝑆𝑇𝑃)
𝑘𝑔. ℎ
) =
 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑀) 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 × 60  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑘𝑔)𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑠
         (13) 
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In addition to recovery and purity, energy which is an indicator of the operation 
cost of the process was calculated by following equation: 
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (
𝑘𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐶𝐻4 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
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∑ ∫ (
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𝐶𝐻4 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠)
       (14) 
In the above equation, s is the number of energy consuming steps. 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 is the total 
time of a specific step which the energy is calculated for. γ is the ratio of heat capacities 
and has been considered to be 1.4 in all energy calculations in this work. 𝑚(𝑡) is the molar 
flow leaving the bed at time t. 𝛿 is the efficiency and has been assumed to be 85 %. In the 
cycles studied in this work, the only energy consuming step is CnD and the values of 𝑃𝐻 is 
800.0 kPa. 𝑃(𝑡) is the pressure at the downstream of the bed at time t. 
1.4 Bed and Adsorbent Characteristics  
Bed characteristics, feed gas concentrations, adsorbent properties, and kinetic 
information used as input parameters in the mathematical model are summarized in Table 
1.1. The adsorbent utilized is essentially BPL activated carbon. Equilibrium adsorption 
isotherms for CH4, N2, CO2, and O2 were estimated by applying the Dual Process Langmuir 
(DPL) Model (Shubhra J. Bhadra, Ebner, and Ritter 2011) on the experimental results of 
another study of the authors(Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016b). Moreover, the kinetic 
information was extracted from literature data (Sircar and Kumar 1986). The DPL isotherm 
defined in equation 5 was used to fit the experimental data and the fitted equilibrium 
parameters are summarized in Table 1.1. 
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1.5 Results and Discussion 
Three different types of Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption Cycles (PVSA) were 
investigated in this study. Although three of them have Feed (F), Heavy Reflux (HR), 
Counter-Current Depressurization (CnD), and Light Product Pressurization (LPP) steps, 
some of the stream directions and inlet/outlet portions of the beds differ in these three 
PVSA cycles. One of the PVSA cycles is referred as Heavy End-Heavy Reflux (HE-HR). 
This type of PVSA cycle has a HR step fed from the Heavy End of the bed by a portion of 
the stream coming out from CnD step, and exit stream from HR step (from Light End) is 
mixed with exit stream of the Feed step. A portion of this resulting mixture of Light End 
exit streams feeds the LPP step. Another PVSA cycle is referred as Heavy End-Heavy 
Reflux Recycle (HE-HR+Rec). This type of PVSA cycle also has HR step fed from the 
Heavy End of the bed by a portion of the stream coming out from CnD step, but exit stream 
from HR step (from Light End) feeds the Feed step (from Heavy End) by mixing fresh 
Feed stream. Last PVSA cycle is referred as Light End-Heavy Reflux Recycle (LE-
HR+Rec). This type of PVSA cycle has HR step fed from the Light End of the bed by a 
portion of the stream coming out from CnD step, and exit stream from HR step (from 
Heavy End) feeds the Feed step (from Heavy End) by mixing fresh Feed stream. All three 
PVSA cycles are shown in Figure 1.1. 
Those aforementioned three different PVSA cycles have been designed for the 
purification of methane out of a stream, previously enriched for methane from landfilled 
gas, at room temperature and 800 kPa and by using carbon BPL adsorbent. The feed stream 
contains 86 vol % CH4 with reminder being 12 vol % N2, 1 vol % O2, and 1 vol % CO2. 
The main goal of this study is to have a product stream containing at least 97 vol % CH4 
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and less than 0.2 vol % O2 with a recovery of more than 90 % of the CH4 fed. These three 
PVSA cycles were first tested with two main components (88 vol % CH4, and 12 vol % 
N2) for simplicity. They were later tested with four components (86 vol % CH4, 12 vol % 
N2, 1 vol % O2, and 1 vol % CO2). It is a common sense that CH4 and CO2 gases are more 
adsorbing or heavy component and N2 and O2 gases are less adsorbing or light product in 
the case of this particular study, in which BPL activated carbon was used as adsorbent in 
the beds. The study reveals the role of feed throughput and reflux ratio. In particular, the 
role of different heavy reflux types is discussed. In addition to main variable of interest, 
results will also be given in terms of separation costs. 
1.5.1 Effect of CO2 and O2 Addition 
PVSA process performances of all three cycles were analyzed by two types of feed 
gas in order to observe the effect of CO2 and O2 addition into CH4/N2 feed. It was seen that 
addition of CO2 and O2 into the feed gas has an adverse effect on the process performances 
by decreasing the % CH4 Recovery, Purity and slightly increasing operating energy. It is a 
well-known fact that CO2 also likes to adsorb on BPL activated carbon, hence it will cause 
some negative effects on methane purification from landfill gas. The effect of CO2 and O2 
addition into CH4/N2 feed can be seen from comparison of Figure 1.2 & 1.6 for the case of 
different feed throughputs, Figure 1.3 & 1.8 for the case of different reflux ratio, Figure 
1.4-1.5 & 1.10-1.11 for the case of required energy. 
1.5.2 Effect of Feed Throughput 
Feed throughputs were changed by changing the flow rate of the feed gas and their 
effects were investigated for different HR-PVSA cycles. CH4 % recoveries have decreased 
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by increasing feed throughput (Figure 1.2&1.5) in all three HR-PVSA cycles. This 
behavior can be easily understood by checking the CH4 loading profiles of all three HR-
PVSA cycles at the end of Feed step (Figure 1.12a). From the Figure 1.12, more methane, 
heavy product, is breaking through the column at higher feed throughputs, which results 
less recoverable CH4 in the bed. Hence, increasing feed throughput has a negative effect 
on % CH4 recoveries in the heavy end. On the other hand, increasing feed throughput has 
increased the purity of all three PVSA cycles up to a point. Since Heavy Reflux step is the 
previous step before getting the Heavy Product from Counter-Current Depressurization, 
profiles of desired or undesired gas loadings at the end of Heavy Reflux step can give a lot 
of information about the system for better understanding the results. Therefore, nitrogen 
loading profiles of all three HR-PVSA cycles at the end of Heavy Reflux Step for different 
throughputs were analyzed and shown in Figure 1.12b. Increasing feed throughput leads 
to have less amount of nitrogen (less adsorptive gas) in adsorbed phase at the end of Heavy 
Reflux step (Figure 1.12b). This decrease in the nitrogen loadings causes the increase in 
the % CH4 purity of the Heavy Product, which comes from Heavy End (z/L0) at CnD 
step. Namely, an increase in the feed throughput basically results less Nitrogen left in the 
column at the end of Heavy Reflux step, it also causes to have high purity of Methane in 
the heavy product.  However, further increase in feed throughputs does not affect the 
purities that much because the amount of loaded nitrogen in adsorbent is not changing too 
much at higher throughputs (after 600 L(STP)kg-1h-1).  
1.5.3 Effect of Reflux Ratio 
Reflux ratios were changed by changing the recycled amount of the heavy product 
gas after pressurizing the exit stream of CnD step and their effects were investigated for 
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different HR-PVSA cycles. % CH4 recoveries have decreased by increasing reflux ratios 
(Figure 1.3&1.8) for all three HR-PVSA cycles. On the other hand, % CH4 purities of all 
three HR-PVSA cycles have increased by increasing reflux ratios. The % CH4 purities in 
the heavy product can be increased by sacrificing form the % CH4 recoveries. Hence the 
best results were achieved by applying a reflux ratio of 0.55.  This was true for all three 
HR-PVSA cycles. 
1.5.4 O2 Concentrations  
O2 concentration constraints at the heavy product is another parameter that should 
be investigated for a system performance analysis of landfill methane purification process. 
O2 should be kept below % 0.2 at the product in order to satisfy the goals. All three cycles 
achieved the target O2 contamination levels (well below 0.2 mol % in CH4 product) (Figure 
1.7). It was investigated that % O2 concentrations in the heavy product are lower for higher 
feed throughputs (Figure 1.7) and reflux ratio (Figure 1.9). This result can be explained as 
below: more light product (O2 in this case) is being purged through the bed at the feed step 
as feed throughputs increased and this situation mainly results less amount of oxygen left 
in the bed. Increasing reflux ratio mainly means sending higher amount of rich gas mixture 
by means of CH4 into the Heavy Reflux step. Since that much methane gas to be processed 
in the system again, % CH4 purity increases and % O2 concentration decreases at the Heavy 
Product (Figure 1.9).  
1.5.5 Energy Penalties 
Energy Penalties are also one of the most crucial parameter that should be 
considered in a design problem. Since the compressors are the most energy consuming 
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units of PSA cycles, heavy product pressurization loads by the compressor were calculated 
for expressing the main energy consumption parameter, in this article. From Figure 
1.4&1.10 for two and four components respectively, it can be seen that required energy per 
moles of produced CH4 are almost the same for different feed throughputs and that is 
greater for LE-HR+Rec PVSA cycle than for HE-HR and HE-HR+Rec PVSA cycles. On 
the other hand, effect of reflux ratio on energy consumption was investigated for different 
HR-PVSA cycles. It can be seen from Figure 1.5&1.11 that higher reflux ratio values result 
more energy consumption to produce one mole of CH4. These results can be attributed to 
processing more of heavy gas in the system at higher reflux ratio. Required energies are 
around 12 kJ mol-1 CH4, which can be reported approximately 0.20 kWh kg-1 CH4. It can 
be deduced that these energy values are reasonable with respect to the numbers reported in 
the literature for treating a nitrogen/methane mixture with 75–85% methane by membrane 
separation (Lokhandwala et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2013) and other PSA cycles treating 50 
% Methane but lower (10 kPa) blowdown pressures (José A. Delgado et al. 2011).  
1.6 Conclusion 
The results and outcomes of above mentioned simulations showed that some of the 
PVSA cycles can produce the desired amount of CH4 (>% 90) at desired purity (>% 97) 
by satisfying the O2 constraint (<% 0.2). These results are achievable by using a feed 
throughput of 500 L(STP)kg-1 and Reflux Ratio of 0.55 for HE-HR+Rec and LE-HR+Rec 
PVSA cycles. This feed throughput is the largest number for similar systems to achieve 
pipeline quality purification of the pretreated landfill gas. Although the goals look 
achievable by both HE-HR+Rec and LE-HR+Rec PVSA cycles, HE-HR+Rec is more 
promising PVSA cycle than LE-HR+Rec in terms of % CH4 recoveries, purities, O2 
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concentrations, and required operating energy. The main reason of HE-HR+Rec PVSA 
cycle works better than LE-HR+Rec PVSA cycle is that more light component remaining 
in the voids are being purged by heavy component which will help to have heavy 
component with a better purity.   Another important outcome of this article is the PVSA 
operating energies of final landfill methane purification process are about ten times less 
than energy (electricity) produced from burning CH4 (~200 kJ mol
-1 CH4). 
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Table 1.1 PSA bed properties, process characteristics, adsorbent properties, and kinetic 
and thermodynamic properties.  
 
Bed Characteristics  
Bed radius (m) 1.00 
Bed length (m) 1.00 
Bed porosity  0.40 
Bulk density (kg/m3) 480 
Heat of adsorption (kJ/mol) CH4, N2, CO2, O2 17.14, 13.83, 21.88, 13.39 
Heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2/K) 0.01 
Adsorbent characteristics  
 
Adsorbent  BPL Activated Carbon 
Pellet radius (m) 0.0025 
Pellet density (kg/m3) 800.0 
Pellet porosity  0.50 
Pellet heat capacity (J/kg/K) 1.05 
Process characteristics  
Feed Throughput L(STP) kg-1h-1 500, 600, 700, 800 
Step time & Cycle time (s) 50 & 200 
Feed mole fraction:   
     (Two components)   CH4, N2 0.88, 0.12 
     (Four components)   CH4, N2, CO2, O2 0.86, 0.12, 0.01, 0.01 
Feed temperature (K) 300 
Wall temperature (K) 300 
High pressure (kPa) 800.0 
Low pressure (kPa) 50.0 
Equilibrium and kinetic  information   
B1,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (K) 3040.38, 2011.96, 3371.01, 1615.52 
B2,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (K) 1901.02, 1312.38, 2520.24, 224.24 
b01,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (10-7 kPa-1) 6.72, 0.23, 4.54, 0.30 
b02,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (10-7 kPa-1) 0.20, 0.14, 3.38, 1.30 
qs1,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (mol/kg) 0.54, 1.15, 0.91, 4.10 
qs2,i for CH4, N2, CO2, O2 (mol/kg) 5.09, 8.33, 8.62, 1.30 
ki (s-1) for CH4, N2, CO2, O2  0.61, 0.7, 0.33, 0.7 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of PVSA cycles with different Heavy Reflux approaches a) 
Heavy End-Heavy Reflux (HE-HR) PVSA, b) Heavy End-Heavy Reflux+Recycle (HE-
HR+Rec) PVSA, c) Light End-Heavy Reflux+Recycle (LE-HR+Rec) PVSA  
 
  
a) b) 
c) 
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Figure 1.2 % CH4 Recovery vs. % CH4 Purity graph for three different HR-PVSA cycles 
at feed throughputs of 500, 600, 700 L(STP)kg-1h-1 at fixed reflux ratio of 0.55 (CH4/N2 
feed only). 
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Figure 1.3 % CH4 Recovery vs. % CH4 Purity graph for three different HR-PVSA cycles 
for a fixed feed throughput of 500 L(STP) kg-1h-1at Reflux Ratios of 0.50, 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 
(CH4/N2 feed only). 
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Figure 1.4 Energy required for each moles of CH4 produced for three different HR-PVSA 
cycles at various feed throughputs and fixed reflux ratio of 0.55 (CH4/N2 feed only). 
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Figure 1.5 Energy required for each moles of CH4 produced for three different HR-PVSA 
cycles at various reflux ratios and fixed feed throughput of 500 L(STP) kg-1h-1(CH4/N2 feed 
only). 
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Figure 1.6 % CH4 Recovery vs. % CH4 Purity graph for three different HR-PVSA cycles 
at feed throughputs of 500, 600, 700 L(STP)kg-1h-1 for a fixed reflux ratio of 0.55 
(CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.7 % O2 Purity for three different HR-PVSA cycles for a fixed reflux ratio of 0.55 
at feed throughputs of 500, 600, 700 L(STP) kg-1h-1(CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.8 % CH4 Recovery vs. % CH4 Purity graph for three different HR-PVSA cycles 
for a fixed feed throughput of 500 L(STP) kg-1h-1 at Reflux Ratios of 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 
(CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.9 % O2 Purity for three different HR-PVSA cycles for a fixed throughput of 500 
L(STP) kg-1h-1 at reflux ratios of 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 (CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.10 Energy required for each moles of CH4 produced for three different HR-PVSA 
cycles for a fixed reflux ratio of 0.55 at feed throughputs of 500, 600, 700 L(STP) kg-1h-1 
(CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.11 Energy required for each moles of CH4 produced for 3 different HR-PVSA 
cycles for a fixed feed throughput of 500 L(STP) kg-1h-1 at reflux ratios of 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 
(CH4/N2/CO2/O2 feed). 
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Figure 1.12 (a) CH4 loading profiles of all three HR-PVSA cycles at the end of Feed step 
(b) N2 loading profiles of all three HR-PVSA cycles at the end of Heavy Reflux step for 
different throughputs of 500-600 L(STP) kg-1 h-1 
(a) 
(b) 
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CHAPTER 2 
Layered Bed Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption Cycles for CO2-CH4 
Separation 
2.1 Summary 
Simulation studies were carried out to study the purification of methane out of 25% 
CO2–75% CH4 gas mixture using layered beds filled with 13X zeolite and Carbon 
Molecular Sieve (CMS) adsorbents by means of 3-bed 8-step pressure vacuum swing 
adsorption (PVSA) process. The effects of various process parameters such as feed 
throughput, adsorbent layer combination, and binary gas adsorption isotherm approaches 
on % CH4 recovery, % CH4 purity, and required energy were investigated. Simulation 
results show that pipeline quality methane can be produced with high recoveries (>90 %) 
by using PVSA cycles 13X or CMS adsorbents used alone at volumetric feed throughputs 
as 200-300 L (STP) L-1h-1. It was also seen that binary gas adsorption isotherm model has 
very significant effect on the performances.  
2.2 Introduction 
Carbon dioxide and Methane are two main greenhouse gases. Although Methane 
has more greenhouse potential, Carbon dioxide emissions are more in quantity. Methane 
and carbon dioxide needs to be separated and methane purification is required for the use 
of natural gas, since these two gases together can be found with varying concentrations in 
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natural gas reservoirs, shale gas, biogas, landfill gas, coal beds, etc. (Campo et al. 2016) 
Methane purification is being studied in last several years because of economic and 
environmental advantages of methane usage as alternative fuel. In order to use methane as 
an alternative fuel it needs to be purified to pipeline quality from contaminants. 
Furthermore, CO2 concentrations needs to be kept as low as possible because of the 
corrosive nature of the gas (Li et al. 2005). CH4-CO2 separation is one of the current interest 
of several research groups all over the world (Merkel et al. 2015; Cavenati, Grande, and 
Rodrigues 2006b; Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2006a; J. A. Delgado et al. 2007; Guot, 
Chang, and Kechang 2006; Rad, Fatemi, and Mirfendereski 2012; Sircar, Golden, and Rao 
1996; Campo et al. 2016). There are different technologies available for removal of CO2 
from CH4. Chemical absorption is a viable technology in use industrially. 
Monoethanolamine is used as absorbent to remove CO2 from CH4 but amine regeneration 
is energy intensive and there are corrosion issues on this technology (Freguia and Rochelle 
2003; Luis 2016). Cryogenic distillation is another appealing technology when especially 
LNG transportation needed. Volume of liquefied CH4 can be reduced approximately 600 
times with this method, however it is very expensive due to high energy requirements to 
reduce temperature to liquefy methane (S. Kumar et al. 2011; Wood 2012).  Membrane 
separation is also widely used technology on CO2 removal from CH4 (Li et al. 2005). 
Physical adsorption by glycols or organic solvents is another research title on this purpose, 
since weak interaction to solvents reduces the energy requirements in regeneration. On the 
other hand, Pressure Swing Adsorption process is very cost effective and energy efficient 
candidate on the purpose of methane-carbon dioxide separation (Kacem, Pellerano, and 
Delebarre 2015; Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005c; Ribeiro et al. 2008; Dong et al. 
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1999; Kim et al. 2006; Jayaraman et al. 2002; Santos, Grande, and Rodrigues 2011; 
Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2006a).  
Pressure Swing Adsorption is a widely used reliable technology for many different 
gas separation purposes such as H2 purification (Sircar and Golden 2000), CO2 removal 
from flue gas (Reynolds et al. 2008), air separation (Reynolds, Ebner, and Ritter 2006), 
dehumidification of air (Lou et al. 1999), landfill gas separation (Knaebel and Reinhold 
2003; Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005a; Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016c), biogas 
upgrading (Santos, Grande, and Rodrigues 2011; Grande and Rodrigues 2007a; Grande 
and Rodrigues 2007b; Cavenati et al. 2008), solvent vapor recovery (Liu, Holland, and 
Ritter 1999; Liu, Holland, and Ritter 1998; Subramanian and Ritter 1998), etc. The 
contaminants removal from natural gas via PSA process is also big interest of researchers, 
recently. There are two main control mechanisms, as equilibrium based and kinetically, 
effectively used in separation of a gas mixture by using PSA process. Adsorbent selection 
plays a key role on PSA process (R. Kumar 1994). The equilibrium based separation 
essentially resulted from the difference in adsorption affinities of gases on selected 
adsorbent. On the other hand, kinetic effect derives from the differences in diffusion rates 
of gases on adsorbent. Regarding the above mentioned control mechanisms on PSA 
separation technology, plenty of adsorbents tested for the separation of CH4-CO2 mixture. 
Carbon molecular sieves are well known adsorbents which has significantly different 
uptake rates of CH4 and CO2. CO2 uptake on CMS materials are much higher than CH4, 
which derives a kinetic effect on adsorption so that light product can be enriched by 
methane on a PSA process. Hence, CMS has been investigated by many researchers as a 
possible adsorbent candidate on PSA process for CO2 removal from CH4 (Jayaraman et al. 
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2002). ETS-4 zeolite, another adsorbent in which CO2 diffuses much faster than CH4 due 
to its smaller size, has also recently commercialized by Engelhard Corporation for the use 
of CO2 removal from natural gas by adsorption based separation (S. J. Bhadra and Farooq 
2011; Jayaraman et al. 2004). Activated carbon was also studied on the use of CO2 removal 
from natural gas (Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016c). However, it has been extensively 
reported that zeolites are more effective than activated carbon on the use of CH4-CO2 
separation (Chue et al. 1995). There are some other adsorbents studied on the purpose of 
CO2-CH4 separation such as silica gel, metal organic frameworks, other zeolites, etc. 
(Cavenati et al. 2008; Tagliabue et al. 2009). 13-X zeolite, on the other hand, substantially 
studied on CH4-CO2 separation because of stronger surface interactions with CO2 and big 
differences on equilibrium adsorption isotherms of CH4 and CO2 on it (McEwen, Hayman, 
and Ozgur Yazaydin 2013; José A. Delgado et al. 2014; Campo et al. 2016; Silva, 
Schumann, and Rodrigues 2012; Cavenati, Grande, and Rodrigues 2005c; Cavenati, 
Grande, and Rodrigues 2006b; Santos, Grande, and Rodrigues 2011; Cavenati, Grande, 
and Rodrigues 2006a; Grande and Rodrigues 2007a).  
Mixed gas adsorption isotherms are one of the biggest reason of possible errors in 
adsorption based separation modelling. There are many different fitting equations can be 
used on this purpose, however it needs an extensive care on applying the mixed gas 
adsorption models on the pure gas adsorption data. Multi-site Langmuir equation is a very 
powerful candidate on fitting pure gas adsorption data and also predicting mixed gas 
adsorption isotherms. The mixed gas adsorption isotherms can be significantly different if 
the order of adsorbent-adsorbate free energies are changed in the MSL equation (Shubhra 
J. Bhadra, Ebner, and Ritter 2011; Shubhra J. Bhadra, Ebner, and Ritter 2012).  
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In this study, we focused on purification of methane that meets pipeline 
specifications (>97 % CH4 purity with above 90 % CH4 recovery) by using layered bed 
containing 13X and CMS adsorbents from a gas mixture of 25 % CO2 and 75 % CH4 via 
3-bed 8-step PVSA cycle. The study reveals the role of percent amount of adsorbents on 
layers. It was also investigated that the influence of binary gas adsorption isotherm model 
approaches. In addition to those main interests, the results were given in terms of feed 
throughput and required energy for methane purification. 
2.3 Mathematical Model 
Simulations of the PSA cycles were carried out using an in house dynamic 
adsorption process simulator (DAPS) developed in FORTRAN that uses the finite 
difference method and the time adaptive DAE solver called DASPK (Brown, Hindmarsh, 
and Petzold 1994).  The following assumptions are imposed:  the ideal gas law, plug flow, 
no heat transfer limitations between gas and solid (i.e., pellet) phases, no thermal capacitive 
role of the wall, no axial dispersion and thermal conduction, the gas phase concentration 
in both bulk and pellet porosity is identical, and the mass transfer between solid and gas is 
defined by the linear driving force (LDF) approach.   
For an N-component PSA process, the overall and component mass balances over 
a differential volume element respectively yields:  
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Where εp and ρp are the pellet porosity and density, respectively, εb is bed porosity, v is the 
interstitial velocity, yi is the molar fraction of species i in the gas phase, T is the temperature 
of both gas and solid phases, P is the pressure and qi is loading of species i in the solid 
phase. 
 The mass transfer of species i between the solid and gas phase is defined in terms 
of the linear driving force (LDF) mechanism   
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where ki is the mass transfer coefficient of component i which its temperature dependence 
is described by an Arrhenius type equation: 
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The equilibrium loading of component i, *iq , is calculated from the Three Process 
Langmuir isotherm and the effect of perfect positive and perfect negative mode was 
investigated. The Table 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the fitting parameters for both CH4, and 
CO2 on both 13X and CMS adsorbents. The Tables were prepared according to a logic that 
higher affinity parameters were located at site-1 and the affinities are getting smaller 
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through site-3. That manner will be helpful to understand mixed adsorption isotherm 
calculations.  
CH4 adsorption isotherm is as follows; 
𝑞𝐶𝐻4 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+ (
𝑞3,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
 (5) 
Where; 
𝑏𝑖,𝐶𝐻4 = 𝑏𝑖,𝐶𝐻4
𝑜 exp (
𝐸𝑖,𝐶𝐻4
𝑇
)         (6) 
   
i represents the site number. (smaller the i means higher affinity 𝑏𝑖) 
CO2 adsorption isotherm is as follows; 
𝑞𝐶𝑂2 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+ (
𝑞3,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
 (7) 
Where; 
𝑏𝑖,𝐶𝑂2 = 𝑏𝑖,𝐶𝑂2
𝑜 exp (
𝐸𝑖,𝐶𝑂2
𝑇
)         (8) 
i represents the site number. (smaller the i means higher affinity 𝑏𝑖) 
In the binary gas adsorption isotherms, there are three sites that each component 
adsorbs on. It is obvious that possibly different adsorbate-adsorbent free energies exists: 
three free energies for component A (i.e., one on each site) and three free energies for 
component B (i.e., one on each site). Hence the ordering adsorbate-adsorbent free energies 
are tricky and might have significant importance on binary gas adsorption system.  
In this study, mixed binary gas adsorptions were applied in two different ways: such 
as Perfect Negative (N), Perfect Positive (P). When both components see site 1 as the 
highest-free-energy site (i=1) and site 3 as the lowest-free energy site (i=3), then their free 
energies correlate in perfect positive (P) fashion. However, when first component sees site 
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1 as the highest-free-energy site (i=1) and second component sees site 1 as the lowest-free-
energy site (i=1), and vice versa for site 3, then their adsorbate-adsorbent free energies 
correlate in a perfect negative (N) fashion. 
The equations used for different cases shown below: 
CH4 isotherm in a binary mixture with CO2 for Perfect Positive (P) approach: 
𝑞𝐶𝐻4,𝑚 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+
(
𝑞3,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
       (9) 
CO2 isotherm in a binary mixture with CH4 for Perfect Positive (P) approach: 
𝑞𝐶𝑂2,𝑚 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+
(
𝑞3,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
       (10) 
CH4 isotherm in a binary mixture with CO2 for Perfect Negative (N) approach: 
𝑞𝐶𝐻4,𝑚 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+
(
𝑞3,𝐶𝐻4
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4+𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
       (11) 
CO2 isotherm in a binary mixture with CH4 for Perfect Negative (N) approach: 
𝑞𝐶𝑂2,𝑚 = (
𝑞1,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏1,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏3,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 1
+ (
𝑞2,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏2,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏2,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 2
+
(
𝑞3,𝐶𝑂2
𝑠 𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2
(1+𝑏3,𝐶𝑂2𝑃𝐶𝑂2+𝑏1,𝐶𝐻4𝑃𝐶𝐻4)
)
𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 3
       (12) 
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Since there are two different adsorbents layered in the bed, the combination of 
Perfect Negative or Perfect Positive approaches were used in this study. Three different 
approaches tested as; 1) Perfect Negative approach for both adsorbents, 2) Perfect Positive 
approach for both adsorbents, 3) Perfect Negative for CMS and Perfect Positive for 13X 
adsorbents. Furthermore it was also tested the effect of Perfect Positive for CMS and 
Perfect Negative for 13X approach but the results not shown in this article.  
The energy balance is expressed as 
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with   
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  (14) 
where Cpg,i and Cpa,j are the molar heat capacities of species i in the gas and adsorbed 
phase, respectively (typically assumed identical), Cpp  is the heat capacity of the pellet, 
ΔHi is the heat of adsorption of species i, hw is the heat transfer coefficient at the wall of 
the bed and ri is the internal radius of the bed. 
The pressure drop along the bed is evaluated via Ergun’s equation: 
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where gμ  and Mg  are the viscosity and the average molecular weight of the gas phase 
respectively, and rp is the effective radius of the pellet.  
The equations described above constitute a complete mathematical model for multi-
component pressure swing adsorption process once the initial and boundary conditions for 
particular steps are specified. For a system containing N components, there are a total of 
2N+3 variables and equations that have to be solved at each node.  The initial conditions 
of a step in a cycle are taken as those that occurred at the end of the previous step.  At given 
boundaries the molar flow rate (F) through the valve is defined according to the valve 
equation, which is defined according to below equation: 




  oo
g
signv PPP
TS
vcF 63.41,08.49min
1 5.022                                                       (16) 
where cv is the valve coefficient, Sg is the specific gravity of the gas relative to air at 1 atm 
and 21.45 oC, Po is the pressure outside the valve and the comma is there to identify choking 
from non-choking conditions.  When concentrations, flows, temperatures and valve 
equations are not specified or required, consistency at the boundary is maintained by 
utilizing the corresponding balances identified in equations (1) through (3), (13) through 
(15) defined above.    
Finally, the performance indicators of the PSA process are evaluated in terms of 
purity, recovery, and throughput, which are defined below for feed concentration yF of 
CH4:  
       𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(%) =
𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100    (17) 
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      𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦(%) =
𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100    (18) 
    𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 (
𝐿(𝑆𝑇𝑃)
𝐿.ℎ
) =
 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑀) 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝×60  
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑑 (𝐿)𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑠
  (19) 
In addition to recovery and purity, energy which is an indicator of the operation 
cost of the process was calculated by following equation: 
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (
𝑘𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝐶𝐻4 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
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𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑡=0
𝑠
𝑖
𝐶𝐻4 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 (𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠)
   (20) 
In the above equation, s is the number of energy consuming steps. 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 is the total 
time of a specific step which the energy is calculated for. γ is the ratio of heat capacities 
and has been considered to be 1.4 in all energy calculations in this work. 𝑚(𝑡) is the molar 
flow leaving the bed at time t. 𝛿 is the efficiency and has been assumed to be 77 %. In the 
cycles studied in this work, energy consuming steps are CoD, CnD, and LR and the values 
of 𝑃𝐻 of CoD is variable for different cycles but 170.0 kPa used for both CnD and LR steps. 
𝑃(𝑡) is the pressure at the downstream of the bed at time t. 
2.4 Bed and Adsorbent Characteristics  
Bed characteristics, feed gas concentrations, adsorbent properties, and kinetic 
information used as input parameters in the mathematical model are summarized in Table 
2.3. The adsorbent utilized are 13X zeolite and Carbon Molecular Sieve. Pure gas 
adsorption isotherms and kinetic information were received from the experimental results 
of other studies of authors (Mohammadi et al. 2016; Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016a; 
Rahman 2016). Equilibrium adsorption isotherms for CH4, and CO2 were estimated by 
applying the Three-Process Langmuir (TPL) Model for CH4 and CO2 on CMS, and CO2 
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on 13X. However Single Process Langmuir equation gave the best fitting for CH4 on 13X. 
The TPL isotherm defined in equations (5) through (8) were used to fit the experimental 
data and the fitted equilibrium parameters are summarized in Table 2.3. The initial and 
boundary conditions used in the model are illustrated in Table 2.4.  
2.5 PSA Cycle Description 
The unequal step time cycle studied comprise of three beds each of which 
undergoes eight different cycle steps including one pressure equalization step, as shown in 
Figure 2.1. Details of each of these cycle steps are given below: 
Step-1: Feed (240 s): The first step of the cycle is the Feed step (F) where a binary gas 
mixture of 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2 entering the bed at high pressure. The Heavy 
Gas (i.e. CO2), either more adsorbable for 13X or fast adsorbing on CMS, gets 
preferentially adsorbed in the column while light gas (i.e. CH4) leaves through the top of 
the bed accepted as Light Product. 
Step-2: Equalization-Down (40 s): The second step is the pressure equalization step (E). 
There is no inlet stream at these step. Exit stream is decreasing the bed pressure by 
providing the gas from light end of the bed into the light end of EQUALIZATION-UP step 
until pressures of beds undergoing equalization down and up steps are equal. 
Step-3: Co-Current Depressurization (40 s): The third step is the co-current 
depressurization step during which the gas leaving the bed from light end until an 
intermediate pressure achieved right before counter-current depressurization step (which 
undergoes at vacuum pressures). There is no inlet stream at this step. Exit stream is going 
through a compressor then into Light End Pressurization step. 
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Step-4: Counter-Current Depressurization (120 s): The fourth step is the counter-current 
depressurization step during which there is no inlet stream. Exit stream leaving the bed 
from Heavy End of the bed (z/L=0) by a vacuum pump and is accepted as Heavy Product. 
This step is also called as Blow-Down step in which bed pressure is significantly going 
down by the help of Vacuum pumps. It is a significant step for regeneration of the 
adsorbent. Gas flow is in the reverse direction (Counter current) of Feed step.   
Step-5: Light Reflux (40 s): The fifth step is the Light Reflux step during which a fraction 
of light product (which is known as Light Reflux Ratio) flow into this step from light end 
(z/L=1) at low pressure. Exit stream is also accepted as Heavy Product. The bed is still 
under vacuum at this step. It is another significant step for regeneration of the adsorbent by 
purging with a slight portion of Light Product. The fraction of the Light Product feeding 
this step is fixed as 5 % of Light Product. Gas flow is in the reverse direction (Counter 
current) of Feed step.   
Step-6: Equalization-Up (40 s): The sixth step is Equalization-Up step during which there 
is no exit stream. Inlet stream is the gas coming from Equalization-Down step and 
equalizing the bed pressures with Equalization-Down step (#2). Bed pressure is going up 
on this step.  
Step-7: Light End Pressurization (40 s): The seventh step is Light End Pressurization step 
during which there is no exit stream. The compressed gas coming from CoD step (#3) 
provides to this step from light end (z/L=1) as a first pressurization of the bed. Bed pressure 
is going up again. Gas flow is in the reverse direction of the Feed step. 
Step-8: Light Product Pressurization (160 s): Finally, during the eighth and final step, the 
bed receives a fraction of the light product gas exiting the bed undergoing the Feed step 
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into the light product end (z/L=1) in a counter-current direction till the pressure rises to 
feed pressure, which is the highest pressure in the cycle. This step is termed as the Light 
Product Pressurization step (LPP). There is no exit stream at this step.  
2.6 Results and Discussion 
Binary gas mixture of 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2 was fed into the three bed 
eight step PSA system at 790.5 kPa and 305.15 K. The performance target is to achieve 
above 97 % CH4 purity and 90 % CH4 recovery in the light product by maximizing feed 
throughput (L STP L-1h-1). The feed throughput was used in this study was chosen per 
volume of the bed on purpose, since the study reveals the effect of different layer 
combinations of adsorbents with different pellet densities. As mentioned earlier the effect 
of different model approaches of mixed gas adsorption isotherms on the separation 
performance was also investigated by mainly applying either perfect negative or perfect 
positive approaches for Carbon Molecular Sieve and 13X adsorbents.  
The results shown in three main parts as: 1) the effect of layer combinations for 
Perfect Negative binary gas isotherm approach applied on both CMS and 13X, 2) the effect 
of layer combinations for Perfect Negative binary gas isotherm approach applied on CMS 
and Perfect Positive binary gas isotherm approach applied on 13X, 3) Perfect Positive 
binary gas isotherm approach applied on both CMS and 13X adsorbents. On each separate 
part, the effect of feed throughput is also investigated and energy required for the particular 
separation was given in separate graphs.  
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1) Effect of Layer Combinations if PN approach applied on both adsorbents: 
In order to investigate the effect of amount of CMS in front of 13X adsorbent in the 
bed, 6 set of simulations done. Each set of simulations, in particular, has the simulations of 
6 different feed throughputs (total of 36 simulations). The performances of simulations are 
given as % CH4 recovery and purity in Light Product (see Figure 2.2 and Table 2.5) and % 
CO2 recovery and purity in Heavy Product (see Figure 2.3 and Table 2.5). It can be seen 
from Figure 2.2 that as feed throughput increases the % CH4 recovery also increases while 
% CH4 purity decreases. This behavior can be easily explained by checking the gas loading 
profiles of different feed throughputs at the end of feed step (see Figure 2.11). It can be 
easily seen from Figure 2.11a that more CO2, heavy product, is breaking through the 
column as feed throughput increased, which results less recoverable CO2 in the bed. 
Namely, more CO2 suppresses the CH4 in the bed as it approaches to the light end of the 
column. As methane loadings suppressed it leads more methane to leave the bed in gas 
form and that results an increase in the CH4 recoveries. However, the increase on the CO2, 
heavy product, loadings results also more CO2 to leave the bed at feed step which leads a 
decrease of the purity of CH4 in Light Product.  
On the other hand, better performances can be achieved as CMS amount in the 
layers increased from 0 % to 100 % for PN-PN mixed gas isotherms approach. This result, 
by itself, teaches that the PN approach cannot be true for 13X adsorbent on the separation 
of CO2-CH4, since it is well known fact that 13X filled beds are good candidates on the 
separation of CO2-CH4. Hence, PN approach for 13X adsorbent is not used for the further 
simulations.  
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2) Effect of Layer Combinations if PN-PP approach applied on CMS and 13X, 
respectively: 
In order to investigate the effect of amount of CMS in front of 13X adsorbent in the 
bed, 5 new set of simulations done. Each set of simulations, in particular, has the 
simulations of 6 different feed throughputs (total of 30 new simulations). The performances 
of simulations are given as % CH4 recovery and purity in Light Product (see Figure 2.5 and 
Table 2.6) and % CO2 recovery and purity in Heavy Product (see Figure 2.6 and Table 2.6). 
It can be seen from Figure 2.5 that as feed throughput increases the % CH4 recovery also 
increases while % CH4 purity decreases. On the other hand, slightly better performances 
can be achieved as CMS amount in the layers decreased from 100 % to 0 % for PN-PP 
mixed gas isotherms approach. This is totally different than what has been shown in PN-
PN approach and further investigated in details experimentally in another study of authors 
(Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016e; Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 2016f; Erden, Ebner, and Ritter 
2016d).  
3) Effect of Layer Combinations if PP approach applied on both adsorbents: 
The effect of CMS amount in front of 13X adsorbent in the bed was investigated 
by running 5 new set of simulations. Each set of simulations, in particular, has the 
simulations of 6 different feed throughputs (total of 30 new simulations). The performances 
of simulations are given as % CH4 recovery and purity in Light Product (see Figure 2.8 and 
Table 2.7) and % CO2 recovery and purity in Heavy Product (see Figure 2.9 and Table 2.7). 
It can be seen from Figure 2.8 that as feed throughput increases the % CH4 recovery also 
increases while % CH4 purity decreases. On the other hand, better performances can be 
achieved as CMS amount in the layers decreased from 100 % to 0 % for PN-PP mixed gas 
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isotherms approach. This results showed that 13X adsorbent was shown better performance 
on this PSA cycle for purification of CH4 out of CO2.  
The required energy for the separation of CH4 out of CO2 via this particular PSA 
cycle was given for PN-PN, PN-PP, and PP-PP approaches in Figures 2.4, 2.7, 2.10, 
respectively. Energy is consumed cumulatively during the CnD and the LR steps by means 
of vacuum pump at the end, additionally the exit stream of CoD step is pressurized to an 
intermediate pressure and used in Light End Pressurization step. The combination of 
energies required in all three steps were used as final energy requirement per moles of CH4 
produced in units of kJ.(moles of CH4 produced)
-1. It can be easily seen that required energy 
is a strong function of process performance, since the energy requirements are decreased 
as better performances achieved. It is mainly because the amount of gas processed are 
smaller if higher CH4 purities are achieved, which directly relates with compressor work.  
2.7 Conclusion 
A Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) process was described that is capable of 
handling 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2 binary gas mixture for separating CH4 to pipeline 
quality (>97 % CH4) with high recoveries (>90 % CH4). Layered bed of Carbon Molecular 
Sieve and 13X was used as adsorbents by varying the amount of CMS from 0 to 100 % in 
the beds. The effect of feed throughputs were investigated for three different mixed gas 
adsorption isotherm approaches as Perfect Negative for both adsorbents, Perfect Negative 
for CMS and Perfect Positive for 13X, and Perfect Positive approach for both adsorbents. 
The results obviously showed that Perfect Negative approach is not true for 13X, since it 
is a well-known fact that 13X filled beds are in use of CO2-CH4 separation already. 
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However it is still a mystery that if PN or PP is valid for CMS material used in this study, 
since they showed slight differences on performances.  
The feed throughput was found to significantly affect process performance. As feed 
throughput increased by increasing total feed flowrate, % CH4 recoveries increased while 
% CH4 purities decreased in Light Product, and also % CO2 recoveries decreased and % 
CO2 purities increased in Heavy Product, contrarily. The higher % recoveries of CH4 in 
Light Product is attributed to the CO2 front in the bed moved further in the bed as feed 
throughputs increased, which also causes a decrease on % CH4 purities.  
Overall this study shows that the pipeline quality Methane with more than 90 % 
recoveries can be achieved by 3 bed 8 step PSA cycle via both CMS and 13X adsorbents. 
The performance of PSA cycle also revealed that Perfect Negative mixed adsorption 
isotherm approach cannot be true for 13X but further experimental study is required to 
validate which mixed adsorption isotherm to be used in either CMS or 13X adsorbents. 
13X filled beds shown the best % CH4 recoveries and purities with less energy 
requirements. 
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Table 2.1 TPL Fitting parameters for CO2 and CH4 on CMS adsorbent. 
 
 CO2-CMS CH4-CMS 
 site-1 site-2 site-3 site-1 site-2 site-3 
𝒒𝒊
𝒔 0.6811 2.5366 1.3336 1.0492 1.9502 1.3231 
𝒃𝒊
𝒐 1.922E-07 3.683E-07 2.703E-09 2.649E-07 8.656E-07 2.630E-09 
𝑬𝒊 4001.70 3067.43 3706.31 3458.30 2301.33 699.93 
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Table 2.2 TPL Fitting parameters for CO2 and CH4 on 13X adsorbent. 
 
 CO2-13X CH4-13X 
 site-1 site-2 site-3 site-1 site-2 site-3 
𝒒𝒊
𝒔 1.3794 2.9629 1.6194 4.1259 0.0000 0.0000 
𝒃𝒊
𝒐 2.716E-08 4.302E-08 1.021E-08 5.820E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 
𝑬𝒊 5696.86 4447.21 3835.07 2385.59 0.00 0.00 
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Table 2.3 PSA bed properties, process characteristics, adsorbent properties, and kinetic 
properties.  
Bed Characteristics  
Bed radius (m) 0.0254 
Bed length (m) 0.508 
Bed porosity  0.40 
Bulk density (kg/m3) [CMS, 13X] 1060, 1180 
Heat of adsorption (kJ/mol) CH4, CO2 [CMS, 13X] 23.14, 19.81, 27.16, 40.5 
Heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2/K) 0.0 
Adsorbent characteristics  
 
Adsorbent  CMS, 13X 
Pellet radius (m) 0.0015 
Pellet porosity  0.50 
Pellet heat capacity (J/kg/K) [CMS, 13X] 0.8, 1.1 
Process characteristics  
Feed Throughput L(STP) L-1h-1 116.55 – 310.79 
Cycle time (s) 720 
Feed mole fraction: CH4, CO2 0.7409, 0.2591 
Feed temperature (K) 305.15 
High pressure (kPa) 790.5 
Low pressure (kPa) 15.0 
Kinetic  information   
ki (s
-1) for [CH4, CO2]CMS, [CH4, CO2]13X [0.0001, 0.1], [0.3, 0.1] 
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Table 2.4 Initial conditions, boundary conditions and balances for the PSA cycle. 
Step 
Time & bed 
location 
Initial conditions, boundary conditions and balances 
F 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi, F = yi,LPP, f, vF = vLPP, f, qi, F = qi,LPP, f, TF = TLPP, f, PF = PLPP, f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 yi, F = i
Fy , T = TF, F = FF, L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), M.B. 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), O.M.B., L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po = PH, cv>0) 
Eq 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,Eq = yi,F,f, vEq = vF, f, qi, Eq = qi,F, f, TEq = TF,f, PEq = PF,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., M.B., V.E.(Po =PEq, cv = 0) 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), O.M.B., L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po =PEq, cv > 0) 
CoD 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,CoD = yi,Eq,f, vCoD = vEq, f, qi, CoD = qi,Eq, f, TCoD = TEq,f, PCoD = PEq,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po =PCoD, cv = 0), M.B. 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), O.M.B., L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po = PCoD, cv > 0) 
CnD 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,CnD = yi,CoD,f, vCnD = vCoD, f, qi, CnD = qi,CoD, f, TCnD = TCoD,f, PCnD = PCoD,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), O.M.B., L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po = PL, cv > 0) 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., V.E.(Po =PL, cv = 0) 
LR 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,LR = yi,CnD,f, vLR = vCnD, f, qi, LR = qi,CnD, f, TLR = TCnD,f, PLR = PCnD,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B. 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 yi,LR = yi,F,z/L=1, FLR = -LRR*FF,z/L=1, L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), M.B. 
Eq* 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,Eq* = yi,LR,f, vEq* = vLR, f, qi, Eq* = qi,LR, f, TEq* = TLR,f, PEq* = PLR,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., M.B., V.E.(Po =PEq, cv = 0) 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 yi,Eq* = yi,Eq,z/L=1, FEq* = -F Eq,z/L=1, L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), T = TFz/L=1, M.B. 
LEP 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,LEP = yi,Eq*,f, vLEP = vEq*, f, qi, LEP = qi,Eq*, f, TLEP = TEq*,f, PLEP = PEq*,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., M.B, V.E.(Po =PL, cv = 0) 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 yi,LEP = yi,CoD,z/L=1, FLEP = - FCoD,z/L=1, L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), TLEP = TCoD,z/L=1, M.B. 
LPP 
t = 0, 0 < z/L < 1 yi,LPP = yi,LEP,f, vLPP = vLEP, f, qi, LPP = qi,LEP, f, TLPP = TLEP,f, PLPP = PLEP,f 
z/L = 0, t ≥ 0 C.M.B.(i=1,m), L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), E.B., M.B, V.E.(Po =PL, cv = 0) 
z/L = 1, t ≥ 0 yi,LPP = yi,F,z/L=1, FLPP = -RRLPP*FF,z/L=1, L.D.F.E.(i=1,m), TLPP = TF,z/L=1, M.B. 
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Table 2.5 Simulation results of layered bed PSA for adiabatic system; @ t=0; CO2: 
25.91%, CH4
 
: 74.09%. (PN-PN mixed isotherm) 
 
1st 
layer 
2nd 
layer 
Feed Throughput HEAVY END LIGHT END 
Rec. % Pur. % Rec. % Pur. % 
CMS 13X L(STP) L-1h-1 CO2 CO2 CH4 CH4 
0 100 
116.55 81.22 35.06 47.39 87.83 
155.40 61.10 35.45 61.09 81.79 
194.24 49.10 35.55 68.85 79.46 
233.09 41.12 35.59 73.99 78.23 
271.94 35.44 35.63 77.61 77.46 
310.79 31.19 35.66 80.32 76.95 
20 80 
116.55 100.67 35.12 35.24 99.94 
155.40 83.40 47.17 67.36 92.07 
194.24 66.73 48.10 74.82 86.55 
233.09 55.67 48.28 79.15 83.62 
271.94 47.82 48.30 82.11 81.81 
310.79 41.97 48.30 84.28 80.59 
40 60 
116.55 97.92 44.43 57.95 99.86 
155.40 99.85 56.14 72.77 99.92 
194.24 84.95 61.47 81.40 93.95 
233.09 70.56 62.15 84.94 89.21 
271.94 60.46 62.01 87.05 86.30 
310.79 52.91 61.82 88.56 84.33 
60 40 
116.55 100.00 52.73 70.07 99.90 
155.40 98.33 59.97 77.67 99.93 
194.24 96.09 70.19 85.73 98.46 
233.09 82.65 74.42 90.07 93.71 
271.94 70.79 74.79 91.64 89.99 
310.79 62.00 74.49 92.57 87.45 
80 20 
116.55 98.35 65.64 82.56 99.96 
155.40 99.89 72.82 86.95 99.98 
194.24 99.67 77.26 89.89 99.99 
233.09 89.86 84.44 94.26 96.38 
271.94 77.54 85.91 95.58 92.42 
310.79 68.08 85.65 95.99 89.58 
100 0 
116.55 99.98 88.06 95.34 100.00 
155.40 99.62 91.09 96.51 99.86 
194.24 98.76 92.97 97.53 99.56 
233.09 93.19 93.84 97.98 97.63 
271.94 80.96 93.56 98.08 93.64 
310.79 71.50 93.30 98.22 90.78 
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Table 2.6 Simulation results of layered bed PSA for adiabatic system; @ t=0; CO2: 
25.91%, CH4
 
: 74.09%. (PN for CMS, PP for 13X mixed isotherm) 
 
1st 
layer 
2nd 
layer 
Feed 
Throughput 
HEAVY END LIGHT END 
Rec. % Pur. % Rec. % Pur. % 
CMS 13X L(STP) L-1h-1 CO2 CO2 CH4 CH4 
0 100 
116.55 96.13 89.07 96.11 98.75 
155.40 99.75 90.31 96.17 99.72 
194.24 98.75 94.72 98.05 99.46 
233.09 97.84 96.56 98.70 99.18 
271.94 91.55 97.09 99.00 97.01 
310.79 78.92 96.62 99.05 93.07 
20 80 
116.55 98.90 51.42 67.81 99.93 
155.40 99.23 68.46 84.39 99.96 
194.24 98.59 94.93 98.21 99.50 
233.09 93.49 95.97 98.60 97.82 
271.94 78.84 95.58 98.73 93.07 
310.79 68.36 95.28 98.87 89.95 
40 60 
116.55 98.43 45.33 59.02 99.97 
155.40 99.83 53.69 70.02 99.99 
194.24 99.48 91.52 96.84 99.81 
233.09 98.53 95.39 98.37 99.48 
271.94 87.40 95.21 98.52 95.76 
310.79 75.32 94.79 98.54 91.96 
60 40 
116.55 99.78 53.48 69.71 100.00 
155.40 99.83 54.97 71.48 100.00 
194.24 99.35 91.44 96.80 99.77 
233.09 96.36 94.68 98.11 98.77 
271.94 84.82 94.67 98.40 94.94 
310.79 73.32 94.33 98.47 91.36 
80 20 
116.55 98.70 65.97 82.74 100.00 
155.40 99.58 72.78 87.15 100.00 
194.24 99.37 92.15 96.94 99.77 
233.09 96.56 94.37 97.97 98.84 
271.94 82.46 93.99 98.09 94.14 
310.79 72.02 93.70 98.34 90.97 
100 0 
116.55 99.98 88.06 95.34 100.00 
155.40 99.62 91.09 96.51 99.86 
194.24 98.76 92.97 97.53 99.56 
233.09 93.19 93.84 97.98 97.63 
271.94 80.96 93.56 98.08 93.64 
310.79 71.50 93.30 98.22 90.78 
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Table 2.7 Simulation results of layered bed PSA for adiabatic system; @ t=0; CO2: 
25.91%, CH4
 
: 74.09%. (PP-PP mixed isotherm) 
 
1st 
layer 
2nd 
layer 
Feed 
Throughput 
HEAVY END LIGHT END 
Rec. % Pur. % Rec. % Pur. % 
CMS 13X L(STP) L-1h-1 CO2 CO2 CH4 CH4 
0 100 
116.55 96.13 89.07 96.11 98.75 
155.40 99.75 90.31 96.17 99.72 
194.24 98.75 94.72 98.05 99.46 
233.09 97.84 96.56 98.70 99.18 
271.94 91.55 97.09 99.00 97.01 
310.79 78.92 96.62 99.05 93.07 
20 80 
116.55 99.57 55.67 72.44 99.94 
155.40 99.87 81.59 92.11 99.87 
194.24 99.53 91.85 96.86 99.84 
233.09 98.64 96.18 98.62 99.53 
271.94 85.58 95.96 98.73 95.21 
310.79 73.72 95.60 98.86 91.52 
40 60 
116.55 100.02 59.16 75.79 99.94 
155.40 99.81 66.62 82.51 99.95 
194.24 99.23 93.63 97.55 99.73 
233.09 96.15 95.50 98.39 98.69 
271.94 81.49 95.10 98.57 93.87 
310.79 70.64 94.79 98.60 90.58 
60 40 
116.55 99.84 53.28 69.43 100.00 
155.40 99.98 62.11 78.69 99.99 
194.24 98.99 93.73 97.57 99.64 
233.09 92.10 94.71 98.26 97.31 
271.94 77.78 94.26 98.29 92.70 
310.79 67.95 93.97 98.51 89.79 
80 20 
116.55 99.01 88.17 95.43 99.64 
155.40 98.58 91.46 96.83 99.49 
194.24 97.14 93.43 97.55 99.02 
233.09 87.13 93.86 98.09 95.64 
271.94 74.77 93.53 98.12 91.76 
310.79 65.86 93.25 98.24 89.17 
100 0 
116.55 93.17 87.56 95.40 97.56 
155.40 90.58 90.45 96.66 96.71 
194.24 88.33 92.25 97.36 95.98 
233.09 83.51 93.17 97.90 94.44 
271.94 73.14 93.00 98.19 91.26 
310.79 64.80 92.75 98.28 88.86 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of 3-bed and 8-step PVSA cycles 
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Figure 2.2. Simulation results as % CH4 recovery vs. purity on light product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect negative approach applied on both adsorbents for mixed gas 
adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 0 %, X for 
20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the bed was filled 
with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing (116.55, 155.40, 
194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from top left to bottom right for the same layer 
combination.  
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Figure 2.3. Simulation results as % CO2 recovery vs. purity on heavy product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect negative approach applied on both adsorbents for mixed gas 
adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 0 %, X for 
20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the bed was filled 
with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing (116.55, 155.40, 
194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from bottom right to top left for the same layer 
combination.  
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Figure 2.4. Total required energies for different layer combinations of beds and for 
different feed throughputs (Perfect negative approach on both CMS and 13X applied for 
mixed gas adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 
0 %, X for 20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the 
bed was filled with 13X.  
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Figure 2.5. Simulation results as % CH4 recovery vs. purity on light product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect negative approach on CMS and Perfect Positive on 13X applied for 
mixed gas adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 
0 %, X for 20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the 
bed was filled with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing 
(116.55, 155.40, 194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from top left to bottom right for the 
same layer combination.  
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Figure 2.6. Simulation results as % CO2 recovery vs. purity on heavy product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect negative approach on CMS and Perfect Positive on 13X applied for 
mixed gas adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 
0 %, X for 20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the 
bed was filled with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing 
(116.55, 155.40, 194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from bottom right to top left for the 
same layer combination.  
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Figure 2.7. Total required energies for different layer combinations of beds and for 
different feed throughputs (Perfect negative approach for CMS and Perfect positive 
approach for 13X applied as mixed gas adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different 
layer amounts of CMS (+ for 0 %, X for 20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 
100 %) and the rest of the bed was filled with 13X.  
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Figure 2.8. Simulation results as % CH4 recovery vs. purity on light product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect positive approach applied on both adsorbents for mixed gas 
adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 0 %, X for 
20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the bed was filled 
with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing (116.55, 155.40, 
194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from top left to bottom right for the same layer 
combination.  
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Figure 2.9. Simulation results as % CO2 recovery vs. purity on heavy product at the 
periodic steady state for different layer combinations of beds and for different feed 
throughputs (Perfect positive approach applied on both adsorbents for mixed gas 
adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 0 %, X for 
20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the bed was filled 
with 13X. The volumetric feed throughput [L(STP) L-1h-1] is increasing (116.55, 155.40, 
194.24, 233.09, 271.94, 310.79) from bottom right to top left for the same layer 
combination.  
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Figure 2.10. Total required energies for different layer combinations of beds and for 
different feed throughputs (Perfect positive approach on both CMS and 13X applied for 
mixed gas adsorption isotherms). Symbols are for different layer amounts of CMS (+ for 
0 %, X for 20 %, ▲ for 40 %, ♦ for 60 %, ■ for 80 %, ● for 100 %) and the rest of the 
bed was filled with 13X.  
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Figure 2.11. Gas loadings vs. dimensionless bed length for different feed throughputs at 
the end of Feed step (a) CO2, (b) CH4. 0 % CMS (namely only 13X filled bed) and PN 
mixed gas adsorption isotherm approach used. 
a) 
b) 
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CHAPTER 3 
Methane purification from 25-75 % CO2-CH4 gas mixture via Single 
Bed PSA experiments on 13X and CMS 
3.1 Summary 
Lab scale experiments were carried out to study the purification of methane out of 
25% CO2 – 75% CH4 gas mixture using single-bed experimental set-up with 13X zeolite 
and Carbon Molecular Sieve (CMS) adsorbents filled beds, separately. The single-bed set-
up was used to mimic a PSA cycle schedule of 3-bed 6-step process. The effects of various 
process parameters such as feed throughput, equalization with tanks, and used adsorbent 
on % CH4 recovery, % CH4 purity were investigated. Experimental results show that 
pipeline quality methane can be produced with high recoveries (>90 %) by using PVSA 
cycles on both 13X and CMS adsorbents at feed throughputs as 200-300 L (STP) kg-1h-1.  
3.2 Introduction 
One of the main contaminants of the natural gas is CO2 whose concentration may 
vary depending on the source. Methane separation and purification from CO2/CH4 gas 
mixtures as natural gas upgrading is being widely studied for improving the quality and 
meeting the pipeline specifications of the natural gas. The main technologies for natural 
gas upgrading are cryogenic distillation, adsorption, absorption, and membrane processes. 
Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology is a feasible, energy efficient, simple, and 
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cost effective technology with many applications of gas separation and purification tasks. 
Therefore, PSA processes are also comprehensively being investigated for methane 
separation and purification by many research groups all over the world. There are 
essentially many advantages of removing contaminants from natural gas. First of all, higher 
energy contents can be achieved by increasing the purity of methane in natural gas. 
Secondly, the corrosive nature of some contaminants may damage the pipelines and 
transportation devices. Finally, CO2 as a greenhouse gas, has major restrictions on 
atmosphere release.  
CO2 selective adsorbents, either equilibrium based or kinetic based selective, are 
essential interest on adsorption based CH4/CO2 separation processes. Activated carbon, 
13X, carbon molecular sieve, aluminasilicates, titanosilicates, Metal Organic frameworks 
(MOFs), other zeolite materials are among the most used adsorbents for CH4/CO2 
separation (Ryckebosch, Drouillon, and Vervaeren 2011; Ferreira et al. 2015; Keskin, van 
Heest, and Sholl 2010). The bulk separation or purification methane can be achieved by 
sending a mixture of CH4/CO2 to the PSA unit at relatively high pressure and CO2 adsorbs 
in the adsorbed phase while most of the CH4 leaves the bed in effluent (light product). 
Then, the beds are regenerated by decreasing the pressure of the bed and purging the beds 
with a small portion of the light product gas. Finally, the pressure of the bed was increased 
again to the feed pressure prior to start a new cycle. 
In this study, we focused on purification of methane that meets pipeline 
specifications (>97 % CH4 purity) with above 90 % CH4 recoveries by using single-bed 
experimental set-up containing 13X or CMS adsorbents from a gas mixture of 25 % CO2 - 
75 % CH4 by mimicking 3-bed 6-step PVSA cycle process. PVSA experiments comprising 
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Feed, Equalization down via Tanks, Counter-current Blowdown, Light Reflux, 
Equalization-up from Tanks, and Light Product Pressurization. The study reveals the role 
of adsorbents (13X and CMS) on CH4 purification. In addition to those main interests, the 
results were given in terms of feed throughput. 
3.3 Experimental 
Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption experiments were performed in a lab-scale 
single-bed experimental set-up. The schematic of the experimental set-up is given Figure 
3.1. Two different set of experiments were performed with two different beds, one filled 
with 13X and the other with CMS. The adsorbents were regenerated to obtain exact dry 
weights separately by heating under continuous Helium flow (~ 0.1 SLPM) up to 350 oC 
for 13 X and 150oC CMS, prior to filling the adsorbents in the beds. The adsorbents were 
further regenerated in-situ, under vacuum and continuous Helium flow (~0.1 SLPM) by 
increasing the temperature via 8 band heaters connected around the beds prior to each 
experiment. There are 7-thermocouples connected along the each bed for following the 
temperature profiles and the bed was wrapped for isolation purposes. The experimental set-
up consists of 4 equalization tanks and 2 product tanks, one used for Light and one for 
Heavy Product. There are two vacuum pumps installed parallel to each other for evacuating 
the beds in cyclic process and regeneration. There are 3 mass flow controllers used for the 
inlet gases (CH4, CO2, He) and two mass flow meters for measuring the instantaneous flow 
of Light and Heavy Products. There are 7 pressure transducers (MKS) connected to the 
system for monitoring the pressure of bed, 4 equalization tanks, 2 product tanks. The gas 
concentrations in the inlet stream, Light Product, and Heavy Product are measured by using 
residual gas analyzer (RGA). The system was designed to mimic all possible PSA steps by 
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switching the automated valves via a computer, which has a LabVIEW program developed 
in-house, connected to the system. MS Excel file is being used for input file which is also 
read by the LabVIEW program. The valves can be controlled by that MS Excel file in 
which user can define PSA step properties by deciding flowrates, timing, and on/off 
position of each valve. Instantaneous flow, temperature, pressure data are recorded by a 
computer during the experiments while gas concentrations data are recorded by the RGA 
device. The performance analysis are done after the periodic or cyclic steady state 
conditions are reached.  
3.3.1 Materials 
Carbon molecular sieve (MSC-3K 172) was kindly provided by OSAKA gas 
chemicals Corporation. This adsorbent is in granular form. Zeolite 13X was kindly 
provided by Grace (Sylobead grade 544 zeolite 13X 8-12 mesh sizes) and used as received. 
The properties of both adsorbents are presented in Table 1, together with the properties of 
the fixed-bed used in single-bed experiments. 
All gases used in these experiments were provided by Airgas with purities above 
99.97, 99.99, and 99.99 for CH4, CO2, He, respectively.  
3.3.2 PSA Cycle Description 
Single-bed experiments were performed at ambient temperature (23 oC). The feed 
gas composition is fixed as 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2. Total flowrate of the gas 
mixture is used as a process parameter and changed from 9, 10.5, and 12 SLPM on 13 X 
and 9 and 12 SLPM for CMS filled bed.  Experimental conditions and PSA cycle sequence 
were decided for achieving the desired % recovery and % purity of Light and Heavy 
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Products. Based on simulations and preliminary studies, single bed version of a 3 bed 6-
step PSA cycle used in Chapter 2 the PSA cycle schedule can be seen in Figure 3.2. The 
PSA cycle has following steps and properties: 
Step-1: Feed (240 seconds): 25.91 % CO2 and 74.09 % CH4 mixture feeding the bed at 
high pressure. Exit stream is accepted as Light Product. 
Step-2, 3, and 4: Equalization-1, 2, and 3 (20x3 = 60 seconds): There is no inlet stream at 
these steps. Exit stream is equalizing the bed pressure with Tank 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 
Step-5: Equalization-4 (20 seconds): There is no inlet stream at this step. Exit stream is 
equalizing the bed pressure with Tank 4. The gas flow is in the reverse direction (Counter 
current) of Feed step.   
Step-6: Counter-Current Depressurization (120 seconds): There is no inlet stream at this 
step. Exit stream is accepted as Heavy Product. This step is also called as Blow-Down step 
in which bed pressure is significantly going down by the help of Vacuum pumps. It is a 
significant step for regeneration of the adsorbent. Gas flow is in the reverse direction 
(Counter current) of Feed step.   
Step-7: Light Reflux (40 seconds): There is slight flow of pure CH4 as inlet stream. Exit 
stream is also accepted as Heavy Product. The bed is still under vacuum at this step. It is a 
significant step for regeneration of the adsorbent by purging with a slight portion of Light 
Product. Pure CH4 is used instead of using a portion of Light Product as purging gas, since 
this experimental step has only one bed and there is no chance to get a portion of Light 
product being produced by another bed in real time. Gas flow is in the reverse direction 
(Counter current) of Feed step.   
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Step-8: Equalization-4* (20 seconds): There is no exit stream at this step. Inlet stream is 
equalizing the bed pressure with Tank 4. Bed pressure is going up again.  
Step-9, 10, and 11: Equalization-3*, 2*, 1* (20x3 = 60 seconds): There is no exit stream at 
this step. Inlet stream is equalizing the bed pressure with Tank 4. Bed pressure is going up 
again.  
Step-12: Light Product Pressurization (160 seconds): There is a flow of pure CH4 as inlet 
stream for pressurization of the bed back to feed pressure. There is no exit stream at this 
step. Gas flow is in the reverse direction of the Feed step. 
3.3.3 Determination of PSA Cycle Performances 
The performance indicators of the different experiments are evaluated in terms of 
% CH4 purity, % recovery, and feed throughput which are defined below for feed 
concentration yF of CH4:  
       𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐶𝐻4(%) =
𝐶𝐻4(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100   (17) 
      𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐶𝐻4(%) =
𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐻4−𝐿𝑅𝐶𝐻4−𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐻4
𝐹𝐶𝐻4
× 100   (18) 
where; 𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐻4: Total CH4 flow leaving as Light Product; 𝐿𝑅𝐶𝐻4: Total CH4 flow to 
the Light Reflux step;  𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐻4: Total CH4 flow to the Pressurization step; 𝐹𝐶𝐻4: Total CH4 
flow to the Feed step. 
    𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 (
𝐿(𝑆𝑇𝑃)
𝑘𝑔.ℎ
) =
 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑀) 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝×60  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑘𝑔)𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑠
  (19) 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 
 Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption (PVSA) cycle experiments were conducted 
via 13X filled and CMS filled single bed set-up, separately. The experimental conditions 
and parameters used for the CH4 purification experiments were given in Table 3.2.  
To begin each experiment, the bed was first regenerated under vacuum overnight 
with a slight flow (~0.1 SLPM) of Helium to remove any contaminations from the 
adsorbents. Each experiment was initiated by setting the feed flow rates of CH4 and CO2, 
temperature, and pressure. During the feed step, CO2 was preferentially adsorbed in the 
adsorbent 13X and CMS while CH4 was left the column from the light end with high purity. 
Next the Bed pressure was equalized via 4 different tanks sequentially. At the start of first 
three equalization steps, the light end of the column is connected to an equalization tank 
which forces some of the gas in the light end (primarily CH4) to enter the equalization tank 
due to a pressure difference. However, at the start of fourth equalization step, the heavy 
end of the column is connected to an equalization tank which forces some of the gas in the 
heavy end (primarily CO2) to enter the equalization tank due to a pressure difference. Then 
mostly CO2, as heavy product, was removed from the bed in Counter-current 
depressurization (CnD) step and in Light Reflux (LR) step by purging the column with 
clean CH4 gas from light end. The Light Reflux step was performed slightly different than 
actual PSA cycle in which a portion of Light Product is being used as the purge gas while 
it was used pure CH4 from the gas cylinder was used in this experiments. After cleaning 
the bed in CnD and LR steps, the bed undergoes to a equalization-up steps during which 
the bed pressure was increased by using the gases previously provided in the tanks in 
Equalization-down steps. Finally the bed was pressurized by means of pure CH4 sent 
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through light end of the bed, as a final step. This step is also another step performed slightly 
different than actual PSA process in which a portion of the Light product meant to be used, 
however it was used pure CH4 in single-bed experiments. In  order to test process under 
different feed flowrate, also feed throughputs, three different experiments with 13X filled 
bed and two experiments with CMS filled bed were performed. 
The PSA process studied was designed to concentrate CH4 form the light end and 
CO2 from the heavy end of the single bed filled with 13X and CMS. The experiments were 
performed with different feed flowrates in order to reveal the effect of feed throughput and 
find which value gives the best CH4 purification performance by using either 13X or CMS 
as adsorbent. The overall process performance was judged in terms of % CH4 purity and 
% CH4 recovery in the light product, and % CO2 purity and % CO2 recovery in the heavy 
product. The gas purities were calculated as the average mole fraction of the gas of interest 
in the product. However, the % CH4 recoveries were calculated slightly different since pure 
CH4 feed was used in Light Reflux (LR) and Light Product Pressurization (LPP) steps. 
Hence, the % CH4 recoveries were calculated by using equation 18.  
The pressure, flow, and temperature profiles at periodic steady state conditions for 
total feed flowrates of 12.0, 10.5, 9.0 SLPM were given in Figures 3.3 through Figure 3.11 
for 13X filled bed. The pressure, flow, and temperature profiles at periodic steady state 
conditions for total feed flowrates of 12.0 and 9.0 SLPM were given in Figures 3.12 
through Figure 3.17 for CMS filled bed. The profile graphs are showing a cyclic behavior 
from cycle to cycle.  
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For each run, after the periodic steady state was reached, component material 
balances were performed in order to calculate the performance parameters and % balance 
errors in each particular experiment. The experimental conditions in terms of feed flowrate, 
maximum and minimum pressure and temperature seen, and performance in terms of % 
CH4 recovery and purity in Light product, and % CO2 recovery and purity in Heavy product 
were given in Table 3.3. The performance in terms of % CH4 recovery vs. % CH4 purity 
graph is shown in Figure 3.18. 
It can be seen from the Table 3.3 that above 99 % CH4 purities can be achieved 
with a % CH4 recovery of 93 % at 244.0 L(STP)kg
-1h-1 feed throughput. The % CH4 
recoveries can be increased to 97 % by sacrificing from the % CH4 purity (% 97.3) if the 
feed throughput is increased to 284.6 L(STP)kg-1h-1. These results shows that 13X can be 
used in such a purification process by PSA cycles proposed in this study. The effect of feed 
throughput can be also directly seen on Figure 3.18 that as feed throughput increased (from 
top left to bottom right of the figure) the % CH4 recoveries are increased while % CH4 
purities are decreased. This is a well-known behavior of any PSA cycle that as the feed 
throughput increased the loading front of the more adsorbable component, CO2 in this 
study, moves through the light end of the bed, which mainly results an increase on the 
heavy component in the light gas. This is a direct result of decrease in purity of light gas in 
light product. On the other hand this phenomena, also known as breakthrough of the heavy 
component, results an increase in the recovery of the light (less adsorbable) gas, since the 
heavy gas takes the active adsorption sites from light gas in the adsorbed phase and light 
gas transports in the gas phase. More light gas transported to the gas phase results an 
increase in % recovery of light gas in light product. In order to prove this effect one can 
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compare the temperature profiles of the experiments on different feed flowrates (Figure 
3.5, 3.8, and 3.11 for 13X and 3.14 and 3.17 for CMS). It can be seen from the Figures that 
as feed flowrate increased the temperature fronts are moving along the bed. Namely, Figure 
3.11b shows that thermocouple 7-8, while 3.8b shows that thermocouple 6-7, and Figure 
3.5b shows that thermocouple 5-6 was the last thermocouples shown an increase in the 
temperatures. This is mainly an indication that how far the CO2 loadings are moving along 
the bed as feed flowrate is increased. On the other hand, same behavior can be seen by 
comparing the Figure 3.14b and Figure 3.17b for CMS. One can easily point that 
Thermocouple-7 was the last one shouts up for the case feed flowrate of 9 SLPM (Figure 
17b), while all thermocouples shows a peak for 12 SLPM (Figure 14b) run with CMS filled 
bed experiments.  
3.5 Conclusions 
Single-bed experiments were carried out by mimicking a PSA cycle which was 
studied on the previous chapter. Feed to PSA system includes 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % 
CO2 which is fed at room temperature (23 
oC) and high pressure (~790 kPa). The single-
bed PSA set-up was used with two different adsorbents (13X and CMS) on this purpose. 
The experimental results revealed that feed throughput was playing a significant role on 
the separation performance on both experiments including 13X or CMS as adsorbents. As 
the feed throughput increased better % CH4 recoveries were achieved while losing the % 
CH4 purity. Slightly better CH4 purification performances were achieved by using 13X 
with respect to CMS as adsorbent. Overall, this set of experimental results proved that 
pipeline quality CH4 (i.e., > 97% pure) at recoveries exceeding 90% can be produced by 
meticulously designing the PSA cycle schedule with a corresponding set of operating 
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parameters and conditions. Further experiments with multi-bed PSA set-up conducted on 
the next Chapter for completing the study. 
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Table 3.1 Physical properties of bed and adsorbents used in the experiments. 
 Zeolite 13X CMS 
Bed length [m] 0.508 
Bed Diameter [m] 0.0508 
Adsorbent mass [kg] 0.7378 0.6958 
Bed porosity  0.3403 0.3544 
Pellet radius [m] 0.0015 0.0015 
Pellet density [kg/m3] 1100.0 1060 
Pellet porosity  0.54 0.50 
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Table 3.2. Experimental conditions and Parameters used in single-bed experiments. 
Parameter 13X CMS 
Feed Flowrate [SLPM] 9.0, 10.5, 12.0 9.0, 12.0 
Feed Pressure [kPa] 790 
Feed Temperature [oC] 23 
Feed gas concentrations [% CH4, % CO2] 74.09, 25.91 
Blowdown Pressure [kPa] 15 
Light Reflux Flowrate [SLPM] 0.333, 0.389, 0.444 0.333, 0.444 
Light Product Pressurization Flowrate [SLPM] 2.5, 2.1, 2.3 0.8, 0.9 
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Table 3.3. Cycle performance at periodic steady state for single-bed PSA experiments on 
13X and CMS filled beds.  
 
Ads. 
Mass 
[g] 
Total 
Flow 
[SLPM] 
θ 
L(STP) 
kg-1h-1 
Pmax 
[kPa] 
Pmin 
[kPa] 
Tmax 
[oC] 
Tmin 
[oC] 
 Gas 
LP HP 
% 
Error % 
Rec 
% 
Pur 
% 
Rec 
% 
Pur 
13X 737.8 
12.0 325.3 837.4 14.1 44.5 10.5 
CH4 96.99 96.29 2.51 7.81 -0.50 
CO2 12.74 3.71 85.43 92.19 -1.83 
10.5 284.6 837.1 16.0 38.6 11.5 
CH4 97.42 97.30 4.18 11.87 1.60 
CO2 9.27 2.70 89.55 88.13 -1.18 
9.0 244.0 823.9 14.2 33.7 11.2 
CH4 93.52 99.52 8.74 21.14 2.26 
CO2 1.65 0.48 94.25 78.86 -4.10 
CMS 695.8 
12.0 344.9 833.1 15.1 35.9 -0.7 
CH4 95.57 97.31 3.55 10.17 -0.87 
CO2 8.19 2.69 90.42 89.83 -1.39 
9.0 258.7 790.0 13.6 30.5 1.7 
CH4 94.44 98.57 4.86 12.57 -0.70 
CO2 4.33 1.43 97.72 87.43 2.04 
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Figure 3.1. The schematic of Single-bed experimental set-up 
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Feed (240s) 
Eq (80s) CnD (120s) LR (40s) 
Eq' (80s) LPP-2 (160s) 
 
SINGLE BED 
240s 20s 20s 20s 20s 120s 40s 20s 20s 20s 20s 160s 
FEED Eq1 Eq2 Eq3 Eq4 CnD LR Eq4* Eq3* Eq2* Eq1* LPP 
EQUILIZATION TANKS 1,2,3,4 
Idle Eq1 Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Eq1* Idle 
Idle Idle Eq2 Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Idle Eq2* Idle Idle 
Idle Idle Idle Eq3 Idle Idle Idle Idle Eq3* Idle Idle Idle 
Idle Idle Idle Idle Eq4 Idle Idle Eq4* Idle Idle Idle Idle 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Cycle schedule and sequence for single bed PSA experiments. 
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Figure 3.3. Pressure profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
13X filled single bed PSA experiments. a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.4. Flow profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X 
filled single bed PSA experiments. (1-2: Light Reflux, 2-2: CO2 feed, 2-3: CH4 feed)  
a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.5. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X filled single bed PSA experiments 
for one full cycle c) 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure 3.6. Pressure profiles of total flow of 10.5 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
13X filled single bed PSA experiments. a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.7. Flow profiles of total flow of 10.5 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X 
filled single bed PSA experiments. (1-2: Light Reflux, 2-2: CO2 feed, 2-3: CH4 feed)  
a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.8. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 10.5 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X filled single bed PSA 
experiments for once full cycle c) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure 3.9. Pressure profiles of total flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
13X filled single bed PSA experiments. a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.10. Flow profiles of total flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X 
filled single bed PSA experiments. (1-2: Light Reflux, 2-2: CO2 feed, 2-3: CH4 feed)  
a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.11. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 13X filled single bed PSA experiments 
for one full cycle c) for 5 cycles. 
 
 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure 3.12. Pressure profiles of total flow of 12.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
CMS filled single bed PSA experiments. a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.13. Flow profiles of total flow of 12.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
CMS filled single bed PSA experiments. (1-2: Light Reflux, 2-2: CO2 feed, 2-3: CH4 
feed) a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.14. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 12.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for CMS filled single bed PSA 
experiments for one full cycle c) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure 3.15. Pressure profiles of total flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
CMS filled single bed PSA experiments. a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.16. Flow profiles of total flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
CMS filled single bed PSA experiments. (1-2: Light Reflux, 2-2: CO2 feed, 2-3: CH4 
feed) a) for one cycle, b) for 5 cycles. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 3.17. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 9.0 SLPM run at periodic steady state for CMS filled single bed PSA experiments 
for 5 cycles. 
 
 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure 3.18. Performance chart as % CH4 recovery vs. % CH4 purity graph for 13X and 
CMS filled Single-bed PSA experiments. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Methane purification from 25-75 % CO2-CH4 gas mixture via 3-Bed 
PSA experiments on 13X 
4.1 Summary 
Lab scale experiments were carried out to study the purification of methane out of 
25% CO2 – 75% CH4 gas mixture using 3-bed experimental set-up with 13X adsorbent 
filled beds. The 3-bed set-up was used to mimic two different PSA cycle schedules of 3-
bed 6-step and 3-bed 8-step processes. The effects of various process parameters such as 
feed throughput, equalization time and Co-current Depressurization step on % CH4 
recovery, % CH4 purity were investigated. Experimental results show that pipeline quality 
methane can be produced with high recoveries (>90 %) by using PVSA cycles on 13X 
adsorbent at feed throughputs as 200-300 L (STP) L-1h-1. The results also revealed that 
using Co-current Depressurization step has significantly improved the performance of the 
PSA cycle for CH4-CO2 separation.  
4.2 Introduction 
The growth in the worldwide energy demand concerns all energy sources. Because 
of relatively clean nature and high energy content of natural gas, its demand will account 
for the highest growth rate in close future. Major issue for natural gas is the transportation 
from source to final market. However, natural gas contains variable amounts of several 
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contaminants depending on the source and extraction technique. One of the major 
contaminant in natural gas is CO2 with concentrations up to 45 % by volume. Several 
different techniques, such as absorption, adsorption, cryogenic distillation, biological 
removal, and membranes are being used for separation of CH4/CO2 mixture (Ryckebosch, 
Drouillon, and Vervaeren 2011; Pires et al. 2012; Lokhandwala et al. 2010). Adsorption 
based separation of CH4/CO2 mixture is one of the most feasible method among the others. 
There are many advantages of separating and purifying methane from natural gas 
reservoirs, biogas, shale gas, landfill gas, etc. First of all, upgraded natural gas not only has 
a higher energy value but also CO2 is a corrosive greenhouse gas which needs to be 
efficiently removed (below 2-3 %) from natural gas pipelines. Hence, natural gas 
upgrading is a win-win situation and needs to be carried out sensitively. Pressure Swing 
Adsorption process is an attractive solution for many different bulk gas separation and 
purification tasks with its feasible, efficient, economic, and low energy use nature. PSA 
process in CH4/CO2 separation is also widely investigated by many research groups with 
different PSA cycle designs and variety of adsorbents (Kacem, Pellerano, and Delebarre 
2015). The choice of most adequate adsorbent and PSA process design are driven by the 
nature of the feed and product requirements (R. Kumar 1994; Ruthven 1984).  
In this study, we focused on purification of methane that meets pipeline 
specifications (>97 % CH4 purity) with above 90 % CH4 recoveries by using 3-bed 
experimental set-up containing 13X from a gas mixture of 25 % CO2 and 75 % CH4 by 
mimicking two different PVSA cycle processes as 3-bed 6-step and 3-bed 8-step. 3-bed 6-
step PVSA cycle experiments comprising: Feed (F), Equalization-down (E), Counter-
current Blowdown (CnD), Light Reflux (LR), Equalization-up (E*), and Light Product 
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Pressurization (LPP). However 3-bed 8-step PVSA cycle experiments comprising: Feed 
(F), Equalization-down (E), Co-current Blowdown (CoD), Counter-current Blowdown 
(CnD), Light Reflux (LR), Equalization-up (E*), Light End Pressurization (LEP), and 
Light Product Pressurization (LPP). The study reveals the role of CoD step and 
corresponding LEP step on CH4 purification via PVSA cycles. In addition to that main 
interests, the results were given in terms of feed throughput and validated by simulations 
in order to find out best matching process characteristics. 
4.3 Experimental 
Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption experiments were performed in a lab-scale 3-
bed experimental set-up. The schematic of the experimental set-up is given Figure 4.1. The 
beds were filled with 13X zeolite material. Two different set of experiments were 
performed with two different PVSA cycles, 3-bed 6-step and 3-bed 8-step. The adsorbent 
was regenerated to obtain exact dry weight by heating under continuous Helium flow (~ 
0.1 SLPM) up to 350 oC for 13 X and 150oC CMS, prior to filling the adsorbents in the 
beds. The adsorbents were further regenerated in-situ, under vacuum and continuous 
Helium flow (~0.1 SLPM) by increasing the temperature via 8 band heaters connected 
around the beds prior to each experiment. There are 7-thermocouples connected along the 
each bed for following the temperature profiles and the beds were wrapped for isolation 
purposes. The experimental set-up consists of 2 product tanks, one used for Light and one 
for Heavy Product. There are two vacuum pumps installed parallel to each other for 
evacuating the beds in cyclic process and regeneration and another pump was connected to 
system for compressing process in the Light End Pressurization (LEP) step. There are 7 
mass flow controllers can be used for feeding different inlet gases, for controlling Light 
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Reflux gas flowrate, for controlling Light Product Pressurization gas flowrate and three 
mass flow meters for measuring the instantaneous flow of Light and Heavy Products. There 
are 7 pressure transducers (MKS) connected to the system for monitoring the pressure of 
beds, vacuum line, 2 product tanks. The gas concentrations in the inlet stream, Light 
Product, and Heavy Product are measured by using residual gas analyzer (RGA). The 
system was designed to mimic all possible PSA steps by switching the automated valves 
via a computer, which has a LabVIEW program developed in-house, connected to the 
system. MS Excel file is being used for input file which is also read by the LabVIEW 
program. The valves can be controlled by that MS Excel file in which user can define PSA 
step properties by deciding flowrates, timing, and on/off position of each valve. 
Instantaneous flow, temperature, pressure data are recorded by a computer during the 
experiments while gas concentrations data are recorded by the RGA device. The 
performance analysis are done after the periodic or cyclic steady state conditions are 
reached.  
4.3.1 Materials 
Zeolite 13X was kindly provided by Grace (Sylobead grade 544 zeolite 13X 8-12 
mesh sizes) and used as received. The properties of the adsorbent are presented in Table 
4.1, together with the properties of the beds used in 3-bed experiments. 
All gases used in these experiments were provided by Airgas with purities above 
99.97, 99.99, and 99.99 for CH4, CO2, He, respectively.  
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4.3.2 PSA Cycle Description 
There are 2 different set of PVSA cycle experiments conducted with 3-bed 
experimental set-up. Cycle-1 is 3-bed 6-step cycle while Cyle-2 is 3-bed 8-step cycle. The 
experiments were performed at ambient temperature (23 oC). The feed gas composition is 
fixed as 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2. Total flowrate of the gas mixture is used as a 
process parameter and changed from 12, 14, and 16 SLPM on Cycle-1 and 10, 12 and 14 
SLPM for Cycle-2 PVSA experiments.  Experimental conditions and PSA cycle sequence 
were decided for achieving the desired % recovery and % purity of Light and Heavy 
Products. Based on simulations and preliminary studies, two different cycle schedules can 
be seen from Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 for Cycle-1 and Cycle-2, respectively.  
The Cycle-1 PVSA cycle has following steps and properties: 
Step-1: Feed (240 seconds): 25.91 % CO2 and 74.09 % CH4 mixture feeding the beds at 
high pressure. Exit stream is accepted as Light Product. A portion of the exit stream was 
used in Light Reflux step (#4) and Light Product Pressurization step (#6).  
Step-2: Equalization-Down (80 seconds): There is no inlet stream at these steps. Exit 
stream is equalizing the bed pressure with corresponding bed which is undergoing the 
Equalization-up step (#5). 
Step-3: Counter-Current Depressurization (120 seconds): There is no inlet stream at this 
step. Exit stream is accepted as Heavy Product. This step is also called as Blow-Down step 
in which bed pressure is significantly going down by the help of Vacuum pumps. It is a 
significant step for regeneration of the adsorbent. Gas flow is in the reverse direction 
(Counter current) of Feed step.   
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Step-4: Light Reflux (40 seconds): There is slight flow of Light Product which is leaving 
the Feed step of the other bed as inlet stream. Exit stream is also accepted as Heavy Product. 
The bed is still under vacuum at this step. It is a significant step for regeneration of the 
adsorbent by purging with a slight portion of Light Product. Light Reflux Ratio was fixed 
to 5% of Light Product in all set of experiments. Gas flow is in the reverse direction 
(Counter current) of Feed step.   
Step-5: Equalization-up (80 seconds): There is no exit stream at this step. Inlet stream is 
equalizing the bed pressure with corresponding bed which is undergoing the Equalization-
down step (#2). Bed pressure is starting to going up at this step.  
Step-6: Light Product Pressurization (160 seconds): A portion of the Light Product used as 
inlet stream for pressurization of the bed back to feed pressure. There is no exit stream at 
this step. Gas flow is in the reverse direction of the Feed step. 
The Cycle-2 PVSA cycle has following steps and properties: 
Step-1: Feed (240 s): The first step of the cycle is the Feed step (F) where a binary gas 
mixture of 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2 entering the bed at high pressure. The Heavy 
Gas (i.e. CO2), more adsorbable for 13X, gets preferentially adsorbed in the column while 
light gas (i.e. CH4) leaves through the top of the bed accepted as Light Product. 
Step-2: Equalization-Down (40 s): The second step is the pressure equalization step (E). 
There is no inlet stream at these step. Exit stream is decreasing the bed pressure by 
providing the gas from light end of the bed into the light end of Equalization-Up step (#6) 
until pressures of beds undergoing equalization down and up steps are equal. 
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Step-3: Co-Current Depressurization (40 s): The third step is the co-current 
depressurization step during which the gas leaving the bed from light end until an 
intermediate pressure achieved right before counter-current depressurization step (which 
undergoes at vacuum pressures). There is no inlet stream at this step. Exit stream is going 
through a compressor then into Light End Pressurization step (#7). 
Step-4: Counter-Current Depressurization (120 s): The fourth step is the counter-current 
depressurization step during which there is no inlet stream. Exit stream leaving the bed 
from Heavy End of the bed (z/L=0) by a vacuum pump and is accepted as Heavy Product. 
This step is also called as Blow-Down step in which bed pressure is significantly going 
down by the help of Vacuum pumps. It is a significant step for regeneration of the 
adsorbent. Gas flow is in the reverse direction (Counter current) of Feed step.   
Step-5: Light Reflux (40 s): The fifth step is the Light Reflux step during which a fraction 
of light product (which is known as Light Reflux Ratio) flow into this step from light end 
(z/L=1) at low pressure. Exit stream is also accepted as Heavy Product. The bed is still 
under vacuum at this step. It is another significant step for regeneration of the adsorbent by 
purging with a slight portion of Light Product. The fraction of the Light Product feeding 
this step is fixed as 5 % of Light Product for all experiments. Gas flow is in the reverse 
direction (Counter current) of Feed step.   
Step-6: Equalization-Up (40 s): The sixth step is Equalization-Up step during which there 
is no exit stream. Inlet stream is the gas coming from Equalization-Down step (#2) and 
equalizing the bed pressures with Equalization-Down step (#2). Bed pressure is starting to 
increase on this step.  
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Step-7: Light End Pressurization (40 s): The seventh step is Light End Pressurization step 
during which there is no exit stream. The compressed gas coming from CoD step (#3) 
provides to this step from light end (z/L=1) as a first pressurization of the bed. Bed pressure 
is going up again. Gas flow is in the reverse direction of the Feed step. 
Step-8: Light Product Pressurization (160 s): Finally, during the eighth and final step, the 
bed receives a fraction of the light product gas exiting the bed undergoing the Feed step 
into the light product end (z/L=1) in a counter-current direction till the pressure rises to 
feed pressure, which is the highest pressure in the cycle. This step is termed as the Light 
Product Pressurization step (LPP). There is no exit stream at this step.  
4.3.3 Determination of PSA Cycle Performances 
The performance indicators of the different experiments are evaluated in terms of 
% CH4 purity, % recovery, and feed throughput which are defined below for feed 
concentration yF of CH4:  
       𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝐶𝐻4(%) =
𝐶𝐻4 (𝑚𝑜𝑙) 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑙)𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100   (1) 
      𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦𝐶𝐻4(%) =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝐻4 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑠 𝐿𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝐻4 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
× 100   (2) 
    𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 (
𝐿(𝑆𝑇𝑃)
𝑘𝑔.ℎ
) =
 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑀) 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝×60  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑘𝑔)𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑠
 (3) 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
Pressure Vacuum Swing Adsorption (PVSA) cycle experiments were conducted 
via 13X filled 3-bed PSA set-up for Cycle-I and Cycle-II, separately. The experimental 
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conditions and parameters used for the CH4 purification experiments were given in Table 
4.2.  
To begin each experiment, the bed was first regenerated under vacuum overnight 
with a slight flow (~0.1 SLPM) of Helium to remove any contaminations from the 
adsorbents. Each experiment was initiated by setting the feed flow rates of CH4 and CO2, 
temperature, and pressure. The general progress of PVSA Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step) process 
undergoes as follows. During the feed step, CO2 was preferentially adsorbed in the 
adsorbent 13X while CH4 was left the column from the light end with high purity. Next the 
bed pressure was equalized with another bed undergoing equalization-up step. Mainly, the 
valve in between the light end of the two beds is turned on which forces some of the gas in 
the light end (primarily CH4) to feed other bed undergoing equalization-up step due to a 
pressure difference. Then mostly CO2, as heavy product, was removed from the bed in 
Counter-current depressurization (CnD) step and in Light Reflux (LR) step by purging the 
column with a portion of the light product gas from light end. After cleaning the bed in 
CnD and LR steps, the bed undergoes to an equalization-up step during which the bed 
pressure was increased by using the gas leaving another bed undergoing Equalization-down 
step. Finally the bed was pressurized by means of a portion of Light product, from light 
end of the bed, as a final step. In order to test process under different feed flowrate, also 
feed throughputs, three different experiments were performed with Cycle-I. 
The general progress of PVSA Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step) process undergoes as 
follows. During the feed step, CO2 was preferentially adsorbed in the adsorbent 13X while 
CH4 was left the column from the light end with high purity. Next the bed pressure was 
equalized with another bed undergoing equalization-up step. Mainly, the valve in between 
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the light end of the two beds is turned on which forces some of the gas in the light end 
(primarily CH4) to feed other bed undergoing equalization-up step due to a pressure 
difference. Then, mostly CH4, as light gas, was removed from the light end of the bed in 
Co-current Depressurization (CoD) step until an intermediate pressure achieved. Then 
mostly CO2, as heavy product, was removed from the bed in Counter-current 
depressurization (CnD) step and in Light Reflux (LR) step by purging the column with a 
portion of the light product gas from light end. After cleaning the bed in CnD and LR steps, 
the bed undergoes to an equalization-up step during which the bed pressure was increased 
by using the gas leaving another bed undergoing Equalization-down step. The compressor, 
using the stream from CoD step, compresses the gas and sends into Light-end of the bed, 
which undergoes the Light End Pressurization step. Finally the bed was pressurized by 
means of a portion of Light product, from light end of the bed, as a final step. In order to 
test process under different feed flowrate, also feed throughputs, three different 
experiments were performed with Cycle-II. 
The PSA process studied was designed to concentrate CH4 form the light end and 
CO2 from the heavy end of the 13X filled experimental set-up. The experiments were 
performed with different feed flowrates in order to reveal the effect of feed throughput and 
find which value gives the best CH4 purification performance by using either Cycle-I or 
Cycle-II. The overall process performance was judged in terms of % CH4 purity and % 
CH4 recovery in the light product, and % CO2 purity and % CO2 recovery in the heavy 
product. The gas purities were calculated as the average mole fraction of the gas of interest 
in the product by using equation 1. The % CH4 recoveries were calculated by using 
equation 2.  
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The pressure, flow, and temperature profiles at periodic steady state conditions for 
total feed flowrates of 12.0, 14.0, 16.0 SLPM were given in Figures 4.4 through Figure 
4.12 for Cycle-I. The pressure, flow, and temperature profiles at periodic steady state 
conditions for total feed flowrates of 10.0, 12.0, and 14.0 SLPM were given in Figures 4.13 
through Figure 4.21 for CMS filled bed. The profile graphs are showing a cyclic behavior 
from cycle to cycle.  
For each run, after the periodic steady state was reached, component material 
balances were performed in order to calculate the performance parameters and % balance 
errors in each particular experiment. The experimental conditions in terms of feed flowrate, 
maximum and minimum pressure and temperature seen, and performance in terms of % 
CH4 recovery and purity in Light product, and % CO2 recovery and purity in Heavy product 
were given in Table 4.3. The performance in terms of % CH4 recovery vs. % CH4 purity 
graph is shown in Figure 4.22. 
It can be seen from the Table 4.3 that above 97 % CH4 purities can be achieved 
with a % CH4 recovery of 93 % at 374.0 L(STP)kg
-1h-1 feed throughput by using Cycle-I. 
The % CH4 recoveries can be increased to 96 % by sacrificing from the % CH4 purity (% 
91) if the feed throughput is increased to 500 L(STP)kg-1h-1. These results shows that 
Cycle-I can be used in such a purification process by PSA cycles proposed in this study. 
The effect of feed throughput can be also directly seen on Figure 4.22 that as feed 
throughput increased (from top left to bottom right of the figure) the % CH4 recoveries are 
increased while % CH4 purities are decreased. This is a well-known behavior of any PSA 
cycle that as the feed throughput increased the loading front of the more adsorbable 
component, CO2 in this study, moves through the light end of the bed, which mainly results 
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an increase on the heavy component in the light gas. This is a direct result of decrease in 
purity of light gas in light product. On the other hand this phenomena, also known as 
breakthrough of the heavy component, results an increase in the recovery of the light (less 
adsorbable) gas, since the heavy gas takes the active adsorption sites from light gas in the 
adsorbed phase and light transports in the gas phase. More light gas transported to the gas 
phase results an increase in % recovery of light gas in light product. In order to prove this 
effect one can compare the temperature profiles of the experiments on different feed 
flowrates (Figure 4.6, 4.9, and 4.12 for Cycle-I and 4.15, 4.18 and 4.21 for Cycle-II). It can 
be seen from the Figures that as feed flowrate increased the temperature fronts are moving 
along the bed. Thermocouple T4-4, which is the closest one to the light end of the bed, 
shows only one peak at the end of feed step (around time = 8 min) for feed flowrate of 12 
SLPM (see Figure 4.6), however a second hump in the LPP step (before time = 4 min) was 
observed as feed flowrate increased (see Figure 4.9 and Figure 12). This is mainly an 
indication that how far the CO2 loadings are moving along the bed as feed flowrate is 
increased. On the other hand, same behavior can be seen by comparing the Figure 4.15, 
Figure 4.18, and Figure 21 for the case of Cycle-II. One can easily point that 
Thermocouple-4-T was the last one shouts up at the end of feed step (time = 8 min) for 
feed flowrate of 10 SLPM (Figure 4.15), while all thermocouples shows a peak at the end 
of feed step (time = 8 min) for 12 SLPM (Figure 4.18) and 14 SLPM (Figure 4.21). 
Additionally, the Thermocouple T4-4 shows a second hump for total flowrate of 12 SLPM 
and this second hump broadens as total flowrate was increased for total flowrate of 14 
SLPM.  
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The pressure profiles, by itself, also can indicate some important process 
characteristics, as well. As feed throughput increased, there can be seen an increase of the 
bed pressure at the end of feed step, since the heavy gas (CO2) also leaving the bed at that 
moment. This phenomena is another proof of the CO2 is breaking through and it can be 
observed by comparing the Figures 4.4, 4.7, and 4.10 for Cycle-I and Figures 4.13, 4.16, 
and 4.19 for Cycle-II, respectively. The increase of the bed pressure at the end of the feed 
step can be attributed to additional heavy gas (CO2) also leaving the bed with light product, 
which shows that heavy gas is saturated the adsorbent and transferring into gas phase and 
resulting an increase in the bed pressure.  
Flow patterns and flow profiles are also indicates some important process 
characteristics. The area under the heavy and light product flowrates might help to estimate 
how much of each product was produced from the system. As it can be seen from Figures 
4.5, 4.8, and 4.11 that maxima of the Heavy Product flow peak decreases as feed flowrate 
increases for Cycle-I. This can be a good indication of more CO2 left the bed with light 
product and resulted a decrease in the % CH4 purity in light product, as already seen from 
the performance results (see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.21). On the other same situation is 
valid for Cycle-II flow profiles and can be seen from Figures 4.14, 4.17, 4.20. The maxima 
and general flow behaviors are similar, although the feed flowrate was increased from 10 
to 12 and 14 SLPM. Hence, similar amount of heavy product was produced while 
recovering more ‘light product’ by increasing the feed flowrates.  
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4.5 Conclusions 
Three-bed experiments were carried out by mimicking two different PSA cycle 
which was called as Cycle-1 and Cycle-2. The main difference on those two Cycles is 
addition of 40 seconds CoD and corresponding P-1 steps by decreasing the equalization up 
and down step times. Feed to PSA system includes 74.09 % CH4 and 25.91 % CO2 which 
is fed at room temperature (23 oC) and high pressure (~790 kPa). The three-bed PSA set-
up was used with 13X on this purpose. The experimental results revealed that feed 
throughput was playing a significant role on the separation performance on PSA cycles. 
As the feed throughput increased, better % CH4 recoveries were achieved while losing the 
% CH4 purity. Cycle-2 which was the original Cycle investigated in simulation study 
showed better results than Cycle-1. This can be attributed to usage of CoD step in this 
Cycle. The comparison of simulation and experimental results showed that very close 
performances achieved by both methods. This result also a proof of validation of simulation 
work done on Chapter 1. Overall, these set of experimental results proved that pipeline 
quality CH4 (i.e., > 97% pure) at recoveries exceeding 90% can be produced by 
meticulously designing the PSA cycle schedule with a corresponding set of operating 
parameters and conditions. 
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Table 4.1. Physical properties of bed and adsorbents used in the 3-bed experiments. 
Adsorbent  Zeolite 13X 
Bed length [m] 0.508 
Bed Diameter [m] 0.0508 
Adsorbent mass in bed 1, 2, 3 [kg] 0.6381, 0.6414, 0.6434 
Bed porosity in bed 1, 2, 3  0.4292, 0.4262, 0.4245 
Pellet radius [m] 0.0015 
Pellet density [kg/m3] 1100.0 
Pellet porosity  0.54 
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Table 4.2. Experimental conditions and Parameters used in single-bed experiments. 
Parameter Cycle-1 Cycle-2 
Feed Flowrate [SLPM] 12.0, 14.0, 16.0 10.0, 12.0, 14.0 
Feed Pressure [kPa] 790 
Feed Temperature [oC] 23 
Feed gas concentrations [% CH4, % CO2] 74.09, 25.91 
Blowdown Pressure [kPa] 15 
Light Reflux Flowrate [SLPM] 0.444, 0.518, 0.594 0.370, 0.444, 0.518 
LPP Flowrate [SLPM] 2.88, 2.85, 2.6 2.0, 2.3, 2.23 
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Table 4.3. Cycle performance at periodic steady state for 3-bed PSA experiments on 3-bed 
6-step (Cycle-I) and 3-bed 8-step (Cycle-II).  
 
Cycle 
Mass 
[g] 
Total 
Flow 
[SLPM] 
θ 
L(STP) 
kg-1h-1 
Pmax 
[kPa] 
Pmin 
[kPa] 
Tmax 
[oC] 
Tmin 
[oC] 
 Gas 
LP HP 
% 
Error % 
Rec 
% 
Pur 
% 
Rec 
% Pur 
I 
638.1 
641.4 
643.4 
12.0 374 788.9 15.6 34.5 5.7 
CH4 92.72 97.9 6.34 16.94 
2.06 
CO2 5.69 2.10 89.05 83.06 
14.0 437 834.4 16.2 41.3 5.8 
CH4 93.59 95.77 5.62 17.11 
3.25 
CO2 11.83 4.23 77.89 82.89 
16.0 500 875 16 34.1 4 
CH4 96.66 91.07 4.73 16.57 
0.21 
CO2 27.13 8.93 68.1 83.43 
II 
638.1 
641.4 
643.4 
10.0 311.0 799.7 13.9 33.6 6.1 
CH4 98.67 97.79 3.08 8.96 
0.08 
CO2 6.31 2.21 88.42 91.04 
12.0 373.3 804 15.1 35.3 5.9 
CH4 98.84 95.35 2.59 8.4 
0.32 
CO2 13.81 4.65 80.88 91.6 
14.0 435.5 811.8 14.7 35.7 5.2 
CH4 99.4 91.96 2.24 8.39 
0.12 
CO2 24.87 8.04 69.98 91.61 
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Figure 4.1. 4-bed experimental setup schematic 
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Figure 4.2. Cycle schedule and sequence for 3-bed 6-step PVSA experiments. 
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Figure 4.3. Cycle schedule and sequence for 3-bed 8-step PVSA experiments. 
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Figure 4.4. Pressure profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.5. Flow profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-
I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, F12: Heavy Product, F22: 
CH4 feed, F23: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light Reflux) for one 
full cycle. 
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Figure 4.6. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.7. Pressure profiles of total flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.8. Flow profiles of total flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-
I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, F12: Heavy Product, F22: 
CH4 feed, F23: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light Reflux) for one 
full cycle. 
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Figure 4.9. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.10. Pressure profiles of total flow of 16 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.11. Flow profiles of total flow of 16 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, 1-2: Heavy Product, 
2-2: CH4 feed, 2-3: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light Reflux) for 
one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.12. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 16 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-I (3-bed 6-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.13. Pressure profiles of total flow of 10 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.14. Flow profiles of total flow of 10 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, F12: Heavy 
Product, F22: CH4 feed, F23: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light 
Reflux) for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.15. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 10 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.16. Pressure profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.17. Flow profiles of total flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, F12: Heavy 
Product, F22: CH4 feed, F23: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light 
Reflux) for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.18. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 12 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.19. Pressure profiles of total flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.20. Flow profiles of total flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for 
Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) experiments. (F11: Light Product, F12: Heavy 
Product, F22: CH4 feed, F23: CO2 feed, F31: Light Product Pressurization, F32: Light 
Reflux) for one full cycle. 
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Figure 4.21. a) Thermocouples locations along the bed, b) Temperature profiles of total 
flow of 14 SLPM run at periodic steady state for Cycle-II (3-bed 8-step PSA cycle) 
experiments for one full cycle. 
 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 4.22. Performance comparison for Cycle-I, Cycle-II, Simulations, and single-bed 
experiments.  
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